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verkliga faran uppkommer då perceptiva risker och hot föranleder aktörerna att ”säkerhetisera”
ordinära politiska frågor som demokrati och därigenom gör dem till fysiska säkerhetspolitiska
risker.
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Abstract
As the United States deepens its engagement in Georgia, Armenia and
Azerbaijan, it brings about risks and opportunities for the regional
security. This thesis takes stand in Zbigniew Brzezinski’s idea that the
US mission in Eurasia is of a geopolitical nature. Accordingly, the aim of
the study is to make a strategic analysis of the US engagement in the
Caucasus with a focus on the security issues for the US in the region.

In contrast to existing research on the security of the Caucasus, this is a
strategic analysis - a form of forecasting that utilises a two-fold
theoretical framework consisting of the security analysis framework by
the Copenhagen School of Political Realism with support from Leon
Festinger’s theory of cognitive dissonance. Together they derive an idea
of possible future security concerns. Thereby it is possible to discuss and
answer the question: What security risks and consequences are
connected with the US engagement in the Caucasus?

The result of the study is about 20 pinpointed security risks, which not
solely emanate from the traditional physical threats of military affairs,
political instability and unsettled disputes over hydrocarbon assets. In
addition, promotion of democracy and western values generates new
risks. An increased engagement also brings about risks related to how
regional actors perceive the US undertakings. By this cognitive aspect,
the traditional security risks become stronger and more dangerous. In
conclusion, the real danger lies in when perceptive risks and threats
make actors securitise ordinary political issues as democracy, and
thereby move them into the physical security realm.
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"Our Nation's cause has always been larger than our Nation's defense.
We fight, as we always fight, for a just peace—a peace that favors liberty.
We will defend the peace against the threats from terrorists and tyrants.
We will preserve the peace by building good relations among the great
powers. And we will extend the peace by encouraging free and open

societies on every continent."

US President George W. Bush
West Point, New York, June 1, 2002

Quoted from:
National Security Strategy of the United States of America
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1 Introduction
The declaration of a new US National Security Strategy in September
2002 stated that all means are to be used when handling security issues
in the post nine-eleven era.1 Meanwhile, the recent war against terrorism
in Eurasia has caught the attention of international media. Nevertheless,
all since the fall of the USSR, a new security context has evolved
continuously along the southern tier of Russia - in Central Asia and in
the Caucasus.2 The United States, as an external actor, has during this
decade extended its presence and influence in Georgia, Azerbaijan and
Armenia, within every sector of society. NATO and the US military are
conducting training operations in the region within the PfP by extensive
training programmes currently carried out for police forces, border
troops and military units. Co-operation on issues connected to the
hydrocarbon business and societal development is also increasing. In
general, it is not without its problems and risks. This foreign
engagement, proudly declared by George Bush, may even cause a
serious backlash for the US.

The hard-line realist Zbigniew Brzezinski boldly presents an idea of this
strategic engagement in the words of Eurasia as a ‘grand chessboard’
consisting of several players, where the United States is the dominant
one. Brzezinski strongly argues that US engagement in Eurasia, in a
wider perspective, is related to a geopolitical global agenda of US
security and primacy. There are several reasons for an analyst to
embrace this wider perspective. Primarily, this is due to Brzezinski’s
recommendations as an adviser and consultant that have a great impact
on the US’ policies in the region.3 Additionally, he provides valuable
insight into the US undertakings in the Caucasus as he argues that the
                                       
1 National Security Strategy of the United States of America ,  The White House, September 2002
http://www.whitehouse.gov/nsc/nss.html , 2002-09-23
2 The Caucasus consists of Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan (also know as The Southern Caucasus,
South Caucasus, Transcaucasus or Transcaucasia). Northern Caucasus refers to the southern part of
the Russian Federation, i.e. the republics of Dagestan, Chechnya, Ingushetia, North Ossetia,
Kabardino-Balkaria, Karachai-Cherkassia and Adygheia. When referring to the states  in the region,
Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan are meant. When referring to the Caucasus  region, the neighbouring
states are also included, as Turkey, Russia and Iran. A map is found in appendix four.
3 Zbigniew Brzezinski is, along with Henry Kissinger, one of the most important consultants involved
in the Caspian region. He served as National Security Adviser to President Carter in the US between
1977 and 1981 and has been a key-figure within the field of Soviet political studies. Being counsellor at
the Center for Strategic and International Studies and Professor of American Foreign Policy at the Paul
H. Nitze School of Advanced International Studies at Johns Hopkins University, he developed the
‘totalitarian model’ for analysing the Soviet Union. Presently, he holds great influence as an adviser
and consultant for several actors in the region, for corporations as well as for states.
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US geopolitical engagement is related to the risk of loosing control
within world politics, where the Caucasus is unarguably pivotal.4

It stands to reason that risks emanate from the strained relations between
the US and the regional states of Iran and Russia. This, in turn, affects the
regional security dynamics in a by bringing along danger, but also by
contributing to a peaceful and stable development in the region.
Although the security of the Caucasus and the US engagement have
previously been excessively assessed, these analyses only account for
what has happened in the region and most analyses rely on mono-causal
explanations of the US conducts, usually related to US economic gains
from oil. In all, they fail to penetrate and elucidate future risks and
consequences derived from the US engagement and most often they
argue that democracy is the only unproblematic issue to engage in.

‘Engagement’ is more than a policy of interaction with other states. It is
a: “[…]foreign-policy strategy which depends to a significant degree on
positive incentives to archive its objectives”.5 Hence, the engagement is
here seen as a way for the US to archive its long-term objective by active
foreign policy making. Subsequently, there is a need to follow-through
with the research neglected, or left out, in other academic works
concerning the US engagement. This will fill the gap within political
science dedicated to the future concerns of the US security engagement
in the Caucasus. This is best done in a ‘strategic analysis’ that, in this
context, refers to a forecasting method. According to Gunnar Sjöstedt
and Hans Furustig, this is a way of providing material for decision-
making with regards to the environment, which a state acts in. The
purpose is to identify the state’s long-term and over-arching politics and
policies.6 Also, it can be utilised when analysing an already identified
strategy.

A discussion of whether Brzezinski’s is correct, concerning his positive
connotation of the American mission is moot. His idea serves the
purpose of understanding the long term-strategy of the US, and provides
                                       
4 Brzezinski, Zbigniew (1997), The Grand Chessboard: American Primacy and Its Geostrategic Imperatives,
New York: HarperCollins Publishers, pp 40-48  
5 Haass, Richard N. & O’Sullivan, Meghan L. (2000), “Terms of Engagement: Alternatives to Punitive
Policies”, Survival, vol 42, no 2, 2000, p 114
6 Sjöstedt, Gunnar & Furustig, Hans (2000), Strategisk omvärldsanalys, Lund: Studentlitteratur, p 18
Sjöstedt is connected to the Swedish Institute of International Affairs and Hans Furustig to the
Swedish Defence Research Agency (FOA/FOI).
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the background against which it is seen. The focus of this analysis is
hence exclusively on the United States’ strategic engagement in the
Caucasus.

A threat, as Sjöstedt and Furustig argue, is something negative that
might happen in the future. Even if ‘might happen’ is not the same as
existing intentions to realise it, it can be argued that everything or
anything might happen. The case point is that the method of strategic
analysis, geopolitical approach and theoretical framework limit the
analysis of plausible things that ‘might happen’.

When an actor’s intention exists along with capacity to realise a threat, it
becomes an issue of priority. This poses a risk that is a function of the
consequences of what might happen and the probability for it to happen.
If the consequences or probability is fatal and/or high, there is a high
level risk.7 These risks are not only related to the threats themselves but
also to how they are perceived. Even if intentions are rarely known, risks
need to be assessed, as the consequences may be serious. This is done in
this study. When the intention becomes explicit, it is too late to act upon
it.
Aim of the Study and Question Addressed
From what has been stated earlier, there is an urgent need for
acknowledging the future consequences of the US presence in the
Caucasus by assessing the risks and threats of insecurity in the region.8
This study does this while taking stand in Brzezinski’s thesis that the US
engagement is of a geopolitical nature.

The aim of this paper is to make a strategic analysis of the US
engagement in the Caucasus with a focus on the security issues for the
US in the region.

This means that several of the security issues for the region will be
overlooked, unless they pose a risk for the United States. Indeed this can
be seen as a scientific bias, but it nevertheless allows the analyst to focus
on the central actor and present a coherent case, as is further discussed
later on.
                                       
7 Sjöstedt & Furustig (2000), pp 26-28
8 As ’risk’ also have the common meaning of something bad that might happen in the future, it is
similar to the definition given to ’threat’ in the previous paragraph. These steps are not analytically
separated in this study as the components of intentions or capabilities are not assessed.
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In order to understand and assess the issues mentioned above, two kinds
of theoretical support are needed. One that gives the premises for
security and one that illustrate actors’ perceptions at a general level.
Hence, utilising a two-fold theoretical framework consisting of the
security analysis framework by the Copenhagen School of Political
Realism9 with support from Leon Festinger’s cognitive theory does this.
Together they derive an idea of possible future concerns and answer the
following question:

What security risks and consequences are connected with the US’
engagement in the Caucasus?

As mentioned, in the future, theoretically two ‘extreme’ things can
happen concerning the security dynamics - co-operation or conflict.10

Attention is exclusively paid to the conflictual path of present and future
security issues, from the horizon of the US, hopefully not by foisting
risks upon the situation. This idea is illustrated on the following page.

This study makes no claim that the conflictual dynamics and
development will prevail, but as the ellipse indicates, the conflictual
‘path’ is the one explored and analysed here.

                                       
9 This scholarly tradition has many followers, but its core includes Barry Buzan, Professor of
international studies at the University of Westminister, UK. He is also project director of the European
Security Group at the Copenhagen Peace Research Institute - COPRI. Ole Wæver is senior research
fellow at COPRI and Jaap de Wilde is lecturer in international relations at the University of Twente in
the Netherlands.
10 Lena Jonson and Roy Allison’s assessment of the security dynamics in Central Asia, a region with
many similarities to the Caucasus, reveals that according to Realism’s premises, the future security
options can differ in several ways. Co-operation or conflict is the main parts - both affected by internal
and external factors. This idea greatly inspired the division made in this paper but lacks the cognitive
dimension. Jonson, Lena & Allison, Roy (eds) (2000), “Central Asian Security: Internal and External
Dynamics”, Central Asian Security: The New International Context, Washington: Brookings Institution
Press, p 10-12
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Figure 1: Strategic Analysis of the US Engagement in the Caucasus

Security
Dynamics

   Conflictual

   Co-operative

Present time Time

Nevertheless, certain kinds of co-operation, as military training
programmes for example, may bring about conflictual elements due to
the perceptions of other actors. This issue is explored in chapter four and
five. A related question is - why is this kind of strategic analysis
important? The answer is given below.

Rationale of the Study
The rationale of this analysis lies in the strategic analysis for two
interlinking reasons. First, by having a theoretical framework consisting
of two supporting parts in addition to the forecasting element, the
understanding of the security situation is extended and a knowledge gap
within security studies of the Caucasus, is filled. As indicated, research
has been undertaken on the US engagement in the region in several
ways. However, the forecasting element in these analyses is often only a
brief passage of ‘prospects for the future’ in the concluding remarks. This
study, therefore, deepens the strategic analysis by utilising the results
from previous research. Thereby it moves towards the cutting edge of
the current research field within Caucasus studies of IR by laying greater
emphasis on future issues, in a way consistently overlooked.

Second and most important, the acquisition of knowledge regarding
future security options is important and valuable, not to mention vital,
for scholars and foreign policy makers when providing material for
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decision-making.11 Support of making strategic analyses in general is
found in the official report SOU 1999:37, stating that there is, in general,
an obvious need for increased knowledge on strategic analyses within
the public sector.12 Future engagement, by external actors, requires
information and intelligence on the issues of which risks; threats and
instability are derived from. Also, knowledge of what might happen
when different courses of actions are undertaken. Lise-Lotte Nilsson,
also, argues that strategic analyses are not only deficient within
governmental level, but also within the corporate sphere.13

When the Caucasus is of the media’s focus, it is usually regarding the
conflicts in Chechnya and Nagorno-Karabakh, or the struggle for the
Caspian oil.14 In conclusion, if medial and academic analyses are
simplistic and only concerned with the past, policy decision-making will
take unwarranted risks connected to it.15 All decisions are implicitly
taken on the bases of a forecast, explicit or not. Accordingly, by bearing
in mind things that could happen if no decision is taken, a deeper
analysis ensures maintained quality - as long as a degree of scepticism is
present.16 By doing this, risks and the cost of insecurity are decreased. In
short: if analysing the future is risky, it is even worse to ignore it.

Delimitations
Certain delimitations of the analysis must be made in order to make the
data manageable and to allow an in-depth study of the key issues. There
are four delimitations that this analysis considers. Firstly, the sectors of

                                       
11 Although providing material for facilitating decision-making is a rationale for this type of research,
this very thesis is an academic piece of work. This means that no explicit recommendations are given.
It also contains a substantial amount of academic reasoning, usually only found implicit in strategic
analyses.
12 Underrättelsetjänsten – en översyn: Sammanfattning av betänkande av 1996 års Underrättelsekommitté,
SOU 1999:37
13 Nilsson, Lise-Lotte (1998), “Ökat behov av omvärdsbevakning i näringspolitiken”,
Omvärldsbevakning för en ny tid, FoSO/SAF, pp 39-41
14 As a striking example, see: Dorsey, James (2001), “Caspian Pipeline Gives Russia a Boost in Oil
Wars”, The Scotsman, 27 March, 2001
15 For an overview of the rationale of strategic analyses see: Young, Michael (ed) (1968b), “Forecasting
and the Social Sciences”, Forecasting and the Social Sciences , London: Heinemann, pp 17-26 and
concerning strategic security analyses: Leijonhielm, Jan (1998), “Säkerhetspolitisk omvärldsanalys allt
viktigare för näringslivet”, Omvärldsbevakning för en ny tid, FoSO/SAF, pp 43-51 Also Sjöstedt &
Furustig (2000), p 14
16 Young, Michael (ed) (1968a), “Editor’s Introduction”, Forecasting and the Social Sciences, London:
Heinemann, p viii
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analysis are the mainly the military and political ones. That does not
exclude other issues - it merely sets the stage for analytical delimitations.

Secondly, issues well-covered in other works, as ethnopolitical turmoil,
the struggle for various pipeline routes, or American consortia’s
involvement in the oil business, are not discussed in this paper, other
than in brief terms. Instead, the consequences of the actual struggle itself
are considered. Though this makes parts of the analysis incomplete, it
nevertheless provides an opportunity to develop other unexplored areas
of concern, as the cognitive dimension.

Thirdly, this analysis does not deny the value of including
religious/ethnic identity perspectives or domestic US policies, but here -
the focus is elsewhere. As this study does not explain the past, but
instead attempts to provide an understanding of the future, the
simplifications the study makes by its delimitations can be overlooked.

Finally, as addressed above, the conflictual dynamics from the American
horizon is a key-theme throughout the paper. By solely analysing things
from an American perspective may seem rigid, or as a scientific bias.
Nevertheless, as long as it is explicit, it serves at least three purposes.
First, it makes the analysis more coherent, which facilitates decision-
making. Second, as Realism and Brzezinski’s prescribe – when the US is
striving for security, it does not prioritise aspects of security relating to
other entities the own. Hence, security threats and risks for the region
and its peoples are only mentioned when there is a risk of policy
backlash for the US. Third, focus has to be at the issues America engages
in - otherwise the forecasting becomes skew.

Canvassing future security issues of the conflictual dynamics requires a
slightly different method than an historical analysis does, as the issues
have not yet occurred. This is the topic of the next, methodological,
chapter.
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2 Methodology
This chapter consists of two main parts. The first details the sources and
the second the method of strategic analysis.

Sources and Data
As noted, two theoretical perspectives are utilised as complements to
each other. The primary part is from the Copenhagen School of Political
Realism.17 The secondary and complementary is concerned with
perceptions of threats.

The central pieces of theoretical work employed are: People, States and
Fear: An Agenda for International Security Studies in the Post-Cold War Era
by Barry Buzan,18 Concepts of Security by Ole Wæver19and Security: a New
Framework for Analysis by Ole Wæver, Jaap de Wilde and Barry Buzan20.
The two former pieces of work give the understanding of security in the
Copenhagen tradition, while the latter is a concrete framework indented
for applied analyses. The choice of Realism, in general, and the
Copenhagen School of thought in particular, is due to three reasons.

First and most important, the Copenhagen School is one of the
mainstream theoretical branches utilised in the empirical analyses that
this study relies upon. If deviating approaches would be used, the
theoretical framework and the empirical sources would not harmonise
and the forecast would be impossible to interpret, as its foundations
would be elusive.

Second, as Barry Buzan et al describe, their framework for analysis is
suitable when assessing issues in the present and near future.21

Finally, regional security complex theory is a core concern and,
according to the undersigned, the Copenhagen tradition is more suitable

                                       
17 For an introduction to mainstream Political Realism see: Dunne, Timothy (1999), “Realism”, The
Globalization of World Politics: An Introduction to International Relations , Baylis, John & Smith, Steve
(eds), New York: Oxford University Press, pp 109-124
18 Buzan, Barry (1991), People, States and Fear: An Agenda for International Security Studies in the Post-Cold
War Era , (2nd ed), Hertfordshire: Harvester Wheatsheaf
19 Wæver, Ole (1997), Concepts of Security , PhD Dissertation, Copenhagen: Institute of Political Science,
University of Copenhagen
20 Buzan, Barry; Wæver, Ole & de Wilde, Jaap (1998), Security: a New Framework for Analysis, London:
Lynne Rienner Publisher
21 Buzan et al (1998), p 15
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than other branches of Realism as it is sensible to a dynamic
environment.22 It avows itself close to the English School of security
studies within IR, in the tradition of Hedley Bull.23 At the same time, it
incorporates elements from Constructivism24 and moves towards a post-
structuralistic position.25

Furthermore, Leon Festinger formulated the classical theory of cognitive
dissonance.26 It is an extensive theory within the field of psychology on
the perception of information and how it affects decisions. This part of
the theoretical framework is not to be seen as auxiliary to the realist
theory of security addressed above. It is a modest complement with the
purpose of extending the theoretical support to the idea outlined by
Buzan et al. Political actors do not only act on behalf of objective threats
and issues of concerns. How issues are perceived, also, become
paramount for actors and their behaviour. However, there is an
important implication by utilising secondary sources when assessing
cognitive issues as they have previously been interpreted, analysed and
presented. Therefore, a detailed account is avoided and Festinger’s
theory solely serves as a way of widening the security framework.

Concerning the empirical sources, acquiring information for this paper is
conducted by examining journals and reports dealing with international
issues of strategy, security and the Caucasus from 1999 to the summer of
2002. Books on the same topics from the late 1990s to the summer of 2002
are considered.27 Relying on secondary sources requires a division of a

                                       
22 On one hand, the American School of Classical Realism in the tradition of Hans Morgenthau is too
focused on pure power politics and connected with the basic assumption of the ‘everlasting’ bipolar
system, to be useful in this context, as it does not provide enough ideas on regional concerns. On the
other hand, the Neo-realist School, represented among others by Kenneth Waltz, provides valuable
insight on how the international system works but is nevertheless too abstract to facilitate a regional
strategic analysis of this kind. See: Morgenthau, Hans J. (1993), Politics Among Nations: The Struggle for
Power and Peace – revisted edition by Kenneth W. Thomson, McGraw-Hill. Waltz, Kenneth N. (1959), Man,
the State and War: a Theoretical Analysis, New York: Columbia University Press and Waltz, Kenneth N.
(1979), Theory of International Politics, New York: McGraw-Hill. Keohane, Robert O. & Nye, Joseph
(1989), Power and Interdependence (2nd ed), USA: Harper Collins Publisher
23 Bull, Hedley (1995), The Anarchical Society: A Study of Order in World Politics, (2nd ed), London:
Macmillan Press
24 Wendt, Alexander (1999), Social Theory of International Politics, Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press and Buzan et al (1998), p 203f
25 The views and writing of the academics working in the Copenhagen tradition naturally differs, but
since the history of the security concept is not discussed in this paper, such a canvassing is not made.
26 Festinger, Leon (1957), A Theory of Cognitive Dissonance , Stanford: Stanford University Press
27 A selection of the journals examined is found in appendix two. As no empirical piece of work has a
particularly central role, a discussion on such a topic, is out of context.
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presumed general bias.28 To avoid a strong Westernised bias in the
sources, material published in Russia and in the Caucasus is also
utilised. However, a substantial amount of this material is very polemic.
Thus, it is not referred to as often as Western sources. News until the fall
of 2002 is finally considered. When it comes to the methodological
literature, only limited selections of for this study with relevant key ideas
are presented in the following parts.

Method of Strategic Analysis
The sustainability of a strategic analysis is questionable due to the
unavoidability of uncertainty. Nonetheless, it decreases the level of
uncertainty for a policy-maker and thereby also the level of actual
insecurity. A strategy, no matter if it’s political or military,29 is a way of
creating options for action with all means available, in order to reach the
overarching goals of the system. Utilising Brzezinski’s approach, this
goal is a long-term geopolitical dominance and regional security.

Strategy is, also, a perspective of which a policy-maker or decision-
maker has to a certain set of issues, that may or may not be of a long-
term nature.30 In this case, a strategic analysis involves a forecasting
analysis of the options for actions and its risks and consequences.

Forecasting or Prediction
The usage of terms such as predicting, forecasting, strategic analysis or
making a prognosis is not coherent, and different schools of thought
exist.31 By definition, a prediction is something that is believed to be
known before it occurs and, in general, it may be considered as

                                       
28 Although not every actor give out all kind of information, it is the strive of this study in accordance
with the ideas proposed in Thurén, Torsten (1994), Orientering i källkritik: Är det verkligen sant,
Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, pp 42-60
29 For a general discussion on the differences of political and military strategy, see: Liddell-Hart, Basil
(1997), “Strategy: the Indirect Approach”, Strategisk Läsebok, Stockholm: Försvarshögskolan, pp 210-
225
30 Sjöstedt & Furustig (2000), p 7, 39ff
31 Harrell Allen outlines the central ideas of the utopian, predictive and planning school of thought.
Though this study incorporates elements from the predictive school, developed at the RAND
Corporation, it focuses on what it labelled ‘forecasting’. Allen, Harrell T. (1978), New Methods in Social
Science Research: Policy Sciences and Future Research , New York: Praeger Publisher, p 81
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something difficult to affect.32 Forecasting, in contrast, is dynamic and
open to change. Therefore, this study is a forecast.

There is, also, an aspect of causal relationships. If one known parameter
is changed, something may happen, which is possible to forecast on the
basis of known causal relations.33 Also Bertrand de Jouvenel, a key figure
within the field of future studies, emphasised that there is a discrepancy
between forecasting the possible futures and a definitive prediction.
Alternative options or possibilities for the future must be analysed – not
only one total and presumed definite future.34 As these issues are not
rigid or static, an outline of ‘known’ relations is not a valuable
occupation. Instead, a flexible and open analysis of possible futures is
rewarding if it is made within a relevant theoretical framework. Even
with theoretical support, awareness of the implications connected to the
method of strategic analysis is necessary.

General Problems of Strategic Analysis and Forecasting
Strategic analyses are utilised within the business sphere and many of its
concerns and problems point to strategic analysis in general, be it
political or military issues.35 The following are four issues that are crucial
in this analysis.

Firstly, de Jouvenel clarifies that depending on the knowledge of the
subject, the analysis will be treated differently. When knowledge, on the
present topic, increases, the subject tends to think of the prognosis as a
“presently likely future which must be susceptible to alteration”.36 As for
this study, identified risks and consequences are not fixed, but will likely
change somewhat.

Secondly, concerns have to be taken in relation to the ‘orientation of the
future’, which is the time-span of the strategic study and beyond. In a
long-term perspective, major changes of the infrastructure can be at hand
                                       
32 Many methods exist, such as Delphi technique, scenario technique or cross-impact analysis. It
should be noted that the linguistic discrepancy of the terms (verb versus noun) is of no importance in
this context.
33 Sekretariatet för Framtidsstudier (1979), Prognoser och politisk framtidsplanering – en
projektpresentation, no 601, Stockholm: Liber förlag, p 68f
34 Sekretariatet för Framtidsstudier (1979), p 3f
35 See: Sandström, Björn (1988), Business Intelligence, Malmö: Liber förlag and Frankelius, Per (2001),
Omvärldsanalys, Malmö: Liber ekonomi
36 de Jouvenel, Bertrand (1968), “Notes on Social Forecasting”, Young, Michael (ed), Forecasting and the
Social Sciences, London: Heinemann, p 119
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- likely more than five years. Short-run, on the other hand, is sensitive for
election results or market trends.37 Hence, the short-run perspective
provides minimal reach for political actions depending on and due to the
physical limitations of the present reality – the heritage from previous
time. Concerning the US in the Caucasus, many of the risks and
consequences outlined in this paper are both of a short- and long-term
nature. The manoeuvring space for handling risks differs. When
rendering future options, this perspective, illustrated below, is crucial.38

Figure 2: Space for Political Action in the Short-run and Long-run

Manoeuvring space
    100%

Space for political action

‘Heritage’

Short-run Long-run Time

Source: Sekretariatet för Framtidsstudier (1979), Prognoser och politisk framtidsplanering
– en projektpresentation, Rapport nr 601, Stockholm: Liber förlag, p 71

Thirdly, as Young notes, the margin of error in forecasting is never small.
The matter that it is uncertain how high it is, further complicates the
analysis.39 Wilhelm Agrell underscores that even if the probability of
several independent parameters or consequences is high, it does not
make the total outcome probable. For example: if the probability for A to
occur is 50% and for B and C 70%, the probability for A+B+C is
calculated as 0,5x0,7x0,7= 25%.40 More important, there is a risk of error

                                       
37 Sekretariatet för Framtidsstudier (1979), p 7f
38 Rescher, Nicholas (1998), Predicting the Future: An Introduction to the Theory of Forecasting , New York:
New York University Press, p 76f
39 Young, Michael (1968A), p viii
40 Agrell, Wilhelm (1998), Konsten att gissa rätt: Underrättelsevetenskapens grunder, Lund:
Studentlitteratur, p 186
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due to mistake or misinformation - commission, but also, a risk of being
ignorant or having informative vacuity - omission.41 Due to these
aspects, the intention of this paper is to avoid sketching complicated
scenarios and, instead, to focus on important single issues.

Finally, when analysing future conditions of large complex social
systems, the most “fundamental genotypic characteristic of the system”
must be taken into consideration, which is ‘determine survival’.42

Survival is the key issue of Realism, which makes the connection of the
present method and theory suitable. Sjöstedt and Furustig note the
discrepancy between knowing the operative agenda of the actor, and
knowing the stated strategic purposes. Sometimes it is known that
something will happen, but not when, how, or where.43 In this case,
Brzezinski suggests geopolitical engagements as the strategic purpose.
How the general idea of a security analysis and its problems is utilised in
this study is presented below.

Strategic Analysis
As strategic analysis is a way of providing material for decision-making,
Sjöstedt and Furustig also point out that the purpose of a strategic
analysis is not to obtain new scientific knowledge. It is an applied science
and hence problem-orientated.44 By doing this, the criteria for evaluating
its result are different from ordinary scientific work.45 Its rationale is in
the present situation whereas the ability to generalise is not sought after.
If the analysis is made in a scientific way – its reliability and validity is
retained.46

The future aspect makes the strategic analysis more than a mere
description of the present. Therefore, a model of theoretical assumptions

                                       
41 Rescher (1998), p 67
42 Emery, Fred E. (1968), “Concepts, Methods and Anticipations”, Young, Michael (ed), Forecasting and
the Social Sciences, London: Heinemann, pp 44-52
43 Sjöstedt & Furustig (2000), p 73
44 Sjöstedt & Furustig (2000), p 23, 170 Also: Sekretariatet för Framtidsstudier (1979), p 6 Note that
strategic analysis can be used for several reasons and in several ways, but a forecasting element is a
central one. Sjöstedt & Furustig (2000), p 36
45 This is not to say that the scientific issues of the analysis should get any concessions. The point is
that the result of the study is not to be judged on the bases of whether the forecasting is consider to be
correct after emerging of security threats. Instead, it should be judged by its scientific foundation, as
all scientific work is.
46 Sjöstedt & Furustig (2000), p 172f
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guides the analysis.47 Accordingly, this is done in this study by
combining the method of security analysis within Realism and a theory
of perceptions of threat. Practically, this means that by studying the
regional politics and related aspects of the US’ undertakings, it is
possible to understand what issues are the central ones for the security of
the Caucasus. Different accounts of the security situation is taken into
consideration and discussed with theoretical support and awareness of
the methodological implications outlined above.

It must be noticed that by relying on secondary sources, a factor of
uncertainty increases. Since no detailed account of the specific actors‘
intentions is made, this problem is reduced. Consequently, it is possible
to analyse possible outcomes of these central issues. However, there is no
intention to explicitly tie every empirical finding to a theoretical counter-
part, as this could encourage an over-adaptation of the analysis. Instead,
the theories are just a framework, and not a matrix to be filled out in a
final chapter.

Since this study analyses the risks and consequences of US action in the
Caucasus as a way of facilitating decision-making; the point is neither to
verify, nor to falsify the conclusions at a given time in the future.48 Thus,
it is time to turn to the theoretical framework and its components.

                                       
47 Sjöstedt & Furustig (2000), p 138
48 Rescher discusses that a prognosis with decisively verifiable and falsifiable outcome can be
meaningless. At the same time, unfalsifiable or unverifiable does not produce a wanted result. Rescher
(1998), pp 40-42
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3 Theoretical Framework
In this chapter, the two components of the theoretical framework are
discussed: firstly the Copenhagen School of Realism, later on the
cognitive theory, and finally a comment on how the two are synthesised.

Security by Copenhagen School of Political Realism
This study does not attempt to explain in full for the theory and its
complexity.49 The Copenhagen School is not only concerned with de
traditional structures of Realism, as power-balance and deterrence, but
also have substantial linkages to post-modern theory. This makes the
tradition two-faced. One is concerned with discourse and speech-acts as
it discusses security as a practise. The other encompasses traditional
security concerns. Together they form the framework as a whole. As for
this study, a few central concepts and ideas of the security logic are
presented, without discussing how the different points are derived or its
internal relations.  Nevertheless, both issues, important for the analyst
and for the actors, are mentioned.

In general, security analyses contains the three central components, the
security units and actors, sectors and securitisation as phenomenon, and
of course - the security complex. Together they answering the questions:
whose security, what security and how?50

Conceptualisation of Security and Securitisation
Security has traditionally been about the survival of the state. However,
it also includes the survival of other entities as a nation; regime or
environment as it is related to a need of protection from something
negative that might happen in the future. Therefore, all actors wish to
maintain or raise their own level of security. A specific definition of
security would not be useful since the definition of security lies in how it
is used, rather than how an analyst defines it. However, Buzan et al
include the state-centric and military-political orientated traditional
security concept in their framework and point to the core of security:

                                       
49 As this is not a theoretical study, a test of a hypothesis, a test of the theory’s sustainability or an
attempt to explain past events, a discussion on the theoretical credentials or shortcomings, is left aside.
50 Buzan et al (1998), p 168f
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“[…]the special nature of security threats justifies the use of
extraordinary means to handle them. The invocation of
security has been the key to legitimizing the use of force, but
more generally it has opened the way for the state to mobilize,
or to take special powers, to handle existential threats.”51

In short, securitisation is about giving priority to issues on behalf of
ordinary politics. The securitisation occurs when something is
considered a security issue.52 Emphasis should be noted regarding that it
does not matter if an analyst points out the threats or lack of threats, if
regional actors point to others. Also, existential threats are different for
every actor, which makes the content of securitisation different in every
case.53 According to Wæver, it is important to have an open analytical
concept that registers change in the empirical securitisation.54

However, analysing the securitisation itself requires an in-depth
discourse analysis,55 which is out of the scope of enquiry. Yet, identifying
issues that can be securitised and issues that have been securitised (and
thus analysed in other works), serves the purpose of facilitating the
forecasting of risks derived from them. In reality, it is often better to
strive for desecuritisation than securitisation, since it normalises
politics.56

Upon analysing regional security patterns, three steps must be followed.
Firstly, distinguish if an actor has securitised an issue.57 Secondly, trace
the securitisation and its effect on the security constellation. Finally,
when all security issues are aggregated, the security pattern and its
implications are clear.58 In this case, the Caucasus has experienced an
                                       
51 Buzan et al (1998), p 21
52 Wæver, Ole (2002), “Widening the Concept of Security: and Widening the Atlantic?”, The
Transatlantic Link: Strategic Yearbook 2002, Hult, Rudberg & Davidsson (eds), Stockholm: The Swedish
National Defence Collage, p32f. In all important, this means an actor securitise an issue that poses an
existential threats to something, which has to survive. The concept of securitisation is further explored
in Wæver, Ole (1993), “ Securitization and Desecuritization”, Concepts of Security , PhD Dissertation,
Copenhagen: Institute of Political Science, University of Copenhagen, 1997, p 212ff
53 Buzan et al (1998), p 26f
54 Wæver (2002), p 32
55 Buzan et al (1998), p 25
56 Buzan et al (1998), p 4
57 Buzan et al note that there is no general method of distinguishing between politicisation and
securitisation and therefore that discussion will be left out. Buzan et al (1998), p 195
58 Buzan et al (1998), p 42f
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intensive process of securitisation by having several conflicts within its
territory and a strong present power-security dilemma.59 This paper
connects these points to the US actions. Concerning securitisation in
general, two extreme things can happen, either paranoia, which is
“securitisation of non-existing threats”, or complacency, which is
“nonsecuritisation of existing threats”.60 Moreover, Wæver lists nine
important issues securitised by the US.61

• Geoeconomics
• Organised crime
• War on drugs
• Terrorism
• ‘State formerly known as rouges’ and Weapons of Mass Destruction

(WMD)
• Democratic enlargement
• Migration
• Environmental security
• Epidemics and Global Infections Diseases

Concerning the Caucasus, only the first six of these issues are of
noticeable importance for the US. Possible long-run risks directed
against the survival of the US, as a mainland state, derived from regional
issues will not be an object of this study. More important, however, is to
take a deeper look into the possible security agenda.

The Security Agenda and its Actors
From the actors’ point of view, defining something as a security threat
gives legitimacy for handling them with extraordinary means or gives a
supranational organisation like NATO the authorisation to deal with
them.62 Some ‘ordinary’ issues can thereby be conformed to traditional
security threats. As an example, in the Caucasus the realist perspective of
energy security contains an idea of power competition within the
international system that moves away from the micro-perspective of

                                       
59 Buzan et al (1998), p 67 The security dilemma is explained further on.
60 Buzan et al (1998), p 57
61 Wæver (2002), pp 35-40
62 Wæver (2002), p 33f As an example, energy security is often referred to in the Caucasus, but its
usage is often unclear and differs depending on the subject.
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corporations. Instead, it is included in the big picture of national
security.63

From the policy-makers’ pint of view, a comprehensive security
approach is difficult to understand, and even harder to control. Worst
yet is that the prioritisation of urgent security needs, is difficult.64 This
means that there is a risk of including too much in the security concept
and, therefore, prioritisation should be given to some sectors. Two main
overlapping sectors of the ones developed by Buzan et al are studied
here. These are the political sector dealing with the relationships of
authority, governing status and recognition, and the military sector,
dealing with forceful coercion.65 A wider security agenda also involves
the economic, environmental and social sector.66 The military and
political ones are prioritised here since they are the sectors where the US
is most active. Wæver states that the main idea of a wider security
agenda is a two-level one. First, the analyst should have an open
approach to security. Second, in the end – which sectors that should be
included in the analysis is governed by the sectors given priority by the
referent objects of the analysis.67 These are not only states, but every
entity that declares itself as something that should survive and that has
the means to defend this idea.68

                                       
63 Spruyt, Hendrik & Ruseckas, Laurent (1999), “Economics and Energy in the South: Liberal
Expectations Versus Likely Realities”, Russia, The Caucasus and Central Asia: The 21st Century Security
Environment, Menon, Fedorov & Nodia (eds), New York: ME Sharpe/EastWest Institute, p 99f and for
an up to date, deep and somewhat unorthodox account of the Caspian region and the politics of oil,
see: Dekmejian, Hrair R. & Simonian, Hovann H. (2001), Troubled Waters: The Geopolitics of the Caspian
Region, New York: I.B. Tauris
64 Darchiashvili, David (2000A), “Trends of Strategic Thinking in Georgia: Achievements, Problems
and Prospects”, Crossroads and Conflict: Security and Foreign Policy in the Caucasus and Central Asia,
Bertsch, Gary K. et al (eds) New York: Routledge, p 70f
65 Or as Buzan et al underlines: military security might create a stability within the other sectors and
military insecurity is destabilising but at the same time problems of military might can be motivated
by fears in other sectors. Buzan et al (1998), p 167
66 Buzan (1991), chapter two. The relationship between the sectors, levels, actors and referent-objects is
discussed in-depth by Ole Wæver in Wæver, Ole (1995), “Concepts of Security: the State of Play and a
Plea for the Midmost Concept”, Concepts of Security , PhD Dissertation, Copenhagen: Institute of
Political Science, University of Copenhagen, 1997, pp 29-50
67 Wæver, Ole (1997b), “In Search of ‘Security’: Report on a Journey Among Concepts”, Concepts of
Security, PhD Dissertation, Copenhagen: Institute of Political Science, University of Copenhagen, 1997,
p 3
68 Wæver, Ole (1995b), “ Self-referential Concepts of Security as an Instrument for Reconstruction of an
Open-ended Realism in IR”, Concepts of Security , PhD Dissertation, Copenhagen: Institute of Political
Science, University of Copenhagen, 1997, p 348ff. It should be noted that this is a development within
the tradition since Buzan’s work in 1991, Peoples, States and Fear .
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Even if many kinds of actors exist, national security is often discussed in
state-terms. “The theory is not state-centric, but our reality might be so”,
Wæver points out.69 This study deals with a so-called homogenous
complex that links actors across sectors.70 The actors can be states,
groups or organisations, among others.71 They are not divided in the
empirical chapters, but covered within one frame.

The Security Complex
When it comes to the geographical sense of a region and its
characteristics as an anarchical cluster of states, the analytical concept of
a security complex becomes crucial. In short, a security complex is:

“[…]a set of states whose major security perceptions and
concerns are so interlinked that their national security
problems cannot reasonably be analysed or resolved apart
from one another.”72

According to Buzan et al, there are four points that are crucial upon
analysing the impact of a change of a security complex. These are the
maintenance of status quo, internal transformation, external
transformation and overlay.73 The maintenance of status quo refers to the
preservation of the structure in terms of power distribution, and not a
general change. The internal transformation is the internal change
resulting from a political integration or a major shifts of power
distribution, or the patterns of enmity and amity. The external
transformation is subsequently the difference in the patterns of enmity
and amity due to an external change, derived from the addition or
deletion of external powers. Overlay, finally, is a situation where
external powers directly interfere in the regional security complex and

                                       
69 Wæver, (2002), p 33
70 Buzan et al (1998), p 16f, p 168f
71 For a discussion on the different kinds of actors, see: Buzan et al (1998), p 35f Buzan et al also
discuss the levels of analysis, ranging from global to individual. Buzan et al (1998), pp 5-7 This study
does not have an explicit delimitation but includes all levels without distinction and thereby avoids a
fragmentation of the analysis.
72 Buzan et al (1998), p 12 As said, the Caucasus is seen as a security complex, but as the connection
with Central Asia (Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan) is very strong,
the whole Caspian region can be seen as one security complex. Although, this study agrees with the
analysis made by Mehdi Mozaffari, stating that there are two separate complexes that are “extra
connected”. Mozaffari, Mehdi (ed) (1997a), “The CIS’ Southern Belt: a New Security System”, Security
Politics in the Commonwealth of Independent States: the Southern Belt, London: Macmillan Press, pp 7-9
73 Buzan et al (1998), p 13f
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thereby suppressing the indigenous security dynamics. This, in turn,
creates threats that would not exist otherwise. However, the local states
need to invite committed external states for this to happen.74

Strong and Weak States
As states, and other political entities, are vulnerable to economic,
military and societal threats, security concerns are difficult to define and
grapple. Apart from strong powers, in the traditional military sense, a
state can be weak or strong depending on “the degree of socio-political
cohesion”, which is difficult to quantify.75

If a state is strong, it can protect itself from external threats while a weak
state has problems in the survival of its own.76 Survival threats usually
refer to the threats toward sovereignty. This appears in the military
sector directed to the physical base of states. Within the political sector,
non-military threats are against the organisational principles of states or
other entities.77 Buzan et al identify nine serious threats for different
kinds of states, further mentioned in the following chapters.78

1. Intentional threats to (weak) states on the basis of their state-nation
split.

2. Intentional threats to (weak) states on political ideological grounds.
3. Inadvertent, unit-based threats to state-nation vulnerable states.
4. Unintentional threats to states on political-ideological grounds.
5. Security of and against supranational, regional integration.
6. Systemic, principled threats against states that are vulnerable because

of a state-nation split.
7. Structural (systemic) threats to (weak) states on political-ideological

grounds
8. Threats to transnational movements that command supreme loyalty

from their members.
9. Threats to the international society, order and law.

                                       
74 Buzan (1991), p 219f
75 Buzan (1991), p 97
76 Buzan (1991), p 100f
77 Buzan et al (1998), p 141ff
78 Buzan et al (1998), pp 154-161
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Being a strong state does not solve the security problems.79 In contrast,
by strengthening state security, a power-security dilemma may emerge.

Power-Security Dilemma
When a state increases its military strength in order to enhance its own
security situation, the power-security dilemma arises as the
neighbouring states’ security decreases relatively. Thereby, it enforces
them to strengthen their military capacity as well. The security and
power struggle is seen here as a zero-sum game.80 No side wishes to
threaten their opponent but yet, all sides feel threatened.81 The situation
becomes complicated, as the line between offensive and defensive
weapons is blurry. Technological evolution makes striving for improved
weaponry relentless.82

There is also a defence dilemma, which is the contradiction between
national security and military defence. National security becomes the
raison d’être for military forces, but does not by default make states more
secure. Instead, other security issues are deprived from means due to the
prioritisation of military forces, and thus have the opposite effect to its
intentions.83 These linked dilemmas cannot be solved. However, they can
be reduced by greater transparency and thereby the danger they impose
on regional security is limited and possible to control.84

Having underlined a few central ideas of security, the question arises:
how does this relate to the strategic analysis?

Strategic Security Analysis
Apart from what has been stated in the previous chapters regarding the
strategic analysis, Buzan et al also note that security complex theory is
suitable when making a forecast.

                                       
79 Buzan (1991), p 101 Due to the anarchic factors in weak states, Buzan states that it is sometimes
better to view contending groups as actors and objects for security in weak states
80 Buzan (1991), pp 294-298
81 Buzan (1991), p 317
82 Buzan (1991), p 312 A deeper discussion on the arms dynamic is found in: Buzan, Barry & Herring,
Eric (1998b), The Arms Dynamic in World Politics, London, Lynne Reinner Publishers
83 Buzan (1991), 270-291
84 Buzan (1991), p 322ff Note that here, Buzan et al use the term prediction as a synonym to
forecasting.
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“[…]security complex theory can be used to generate
definitive scenarios and thus to structure the study of, as well
as predictions about, possibilities for stability and change.” 85

Once the identification of the security structure of the Caucasus has been
made, an analysis of the future concerns is possible. When mixing levels
of analysis, one must be aware of the fact that local causes can have
global effects and vice versa.86 Buzan et al state that actors act “in terms
of aggregated security”, not only in terms of what is happening, but how
they see things in all sectors.87 By securitising several issues, the security
complex will just become stronger, not due to the ‘real’ threats, but how
they are perceived.88

The Copenhagen scholarly tradition correctly acknowledges the
importance of the Constructivistic and cognitive elements of security,
but fails to deepen the perceptive aspect of the security logic. The gives
another dimension and widens the understanding of how security
works. This leads to the complementary theory of this study.

Cognitive Dissonance and Perceptions of Threats
It is not necessary for this study either to elucidate in full for all
perspectives of this theory, or for the whole cognitive field within IR.89

Therefore, the central idea will be extracted, simplified, and utilised as
support upon assessing the security threats that Realism deals with. The
two central concepts are dissonance and consonance.

Dissonance and Consonance
It has been shown that actors’ political attitudes have strong elements of
consistency or consonance wherein what they think and do harmonise.
When it does not, it is not by necessity a matter of inconsistency or
dissonance but instead a process of rationalisation of the issue. If
dissonance exists, psychological discomfort might be present. Festinger

                                       
85 Buzan et al (1998), p 15
86 Buzan et al (1998), p 17
87 Buzan et al (1998), p 190
88 Buzan et al (1998), p 18
89 For more on cognitive approaches to IR, see the works by Ned Lebow, Robert Jervis and Jack
Snyder. Jervis, Robert & Snyder, Jack (eds) (1991), Dominoes and Bandwagons: Strategic Beliefs and Great
Power Competition in the Eurasian Rimland , New York: Oxford University Press and Lebow, Richard
Ned (1981), Between Peace and War: the Nature of International Crises, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press
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argues that this leads to two things. Firstly, actors will try to reduce the
discomforting dissonance and archive consonance. Secondly, an actor
will not only try to archive consonance. She/he will also try to avoid an
increased dissonance by avoiding factors that increase it, such as known
biased information.90 Hence dissonance is “the existence of nonfitting
relations among cognitions”.91

A basic assumption of the theory of cognitive dissonance, is that actors
dislike inconsistencies in their attitudes toward each other. This is clearly
illustrated below by Ulf Bjereld, upon analysing the Swedish foreign
policy.

Figure 3: Theory of Cognitive Dissonance

Source: Leon Festinger in Theory of Cognitive Dissonance, illustrated by Bjereld, Ulf (1992), Kritiker eller
Medlare? Sveriges utrikespolitiska roller 1945-1990,Stockholm: Nerenius & Santérus Förlag, p 25

In the figure above, A and B represent two states in a region and C is an
external actor. If state B is aware of a positive relation between A and C,
then B sees B’s relation towards C as negative, relatively speaking.92

In relation to conflictual environments and crises, as this paper is
concerned with, Ned Richard Lebow, who draws upon Festinger’s ideas,
shows that the cognition of others creates images that are acted upon.
These images are related to how actors perceive each other and how the

                                       
90 Festinger (1957), p 1ff
91 Festinger (1957), p 3 The term ‘cognition’ refers to knowledge, opinion or belief about oneself, the
environment or about ones behaviour.
92 Festinger as interpreted in Bjereld, Ulf (1992), Kritiker eller Medlare? Sveriges utrikespolitiska roller
1945-1990,Stockholm: Nerenius & Santérus Förlag, p 25
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perception itself is perceived.93 If dissonance is present, what can be
done to cope with it?

Dissonance Reduction
In order to eliminate or reduce dissonance, an actor can either change his
cognition on the subject by changing a behaviour, or change knowledge
on the subject. It is worth noting that there are situations where several
strong beliefs are contradictory to each other, and thereby create
dissonance.94 Moreover, changing the environmental elements can
reduce dissonance and seeking new cognitive elements that reduces the
dissonance relatively.95 Hence, an understanding of perceptions of
threats comes at hand. It is crucial to bear in mind that what actors say
and what they do is not the same as what they think and what the do.
Therefore, it may be too parsimonious to analyse this discrepancy in full.
However, if one accepts the realist perspective of the prioritised goals of
the state, a higher understanding emerges. The foundation of the
prioritised goals is naturally survival and security in the wider
connotation.

Synthesising of Theories
How can two, seemingly disparate, theories be united to support each
other as a tool for facilitating political analysis? They cover different
things and have different ontological assumptions. Festinger seeks the
reasons for human action within the behaviourist field, while Realism
relies on system related explanations. Eschewing a discussion that
belongs to the philosophers of science or relates to the structure-agent
discourse, only a simplified answer will here be given.96

As this analysis is not focused on explaining the US undertakings, the
seemingly diametrically opposite ontologies do not pose a
methodological problem.97 Therefore, this study does not take for

                                       
93 Lebow (1981), p 192ff
94 Festinger (1957), p 6f
95 Festinger (1957), pp 21-23
96 For an insight on the topic, see: Neuman, Iver B. & Wæver, Ole (eds) (1997), The Future of
International Relations: Masters in the Making , London: Routledge, and especially: Wæver, Ole (1997a),
“Figures of International Thought: Introducing Persons Instead of Paradigms”, The Future of
International Relations: Masters in the Making , Neuman, Iver B. & Wæver, Ole (eds) London: Routledge,
pp 1-37
97 As indicated, in the Copenhagen tradition (but not in other branches of Realism) the two theories
are not as disparate as they might seem at a glance.
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granted that actors are rational or strictly analyse politics according to
the principles of Realism or even that a causal relationship is applicable
in full. Instead, Realism provides the framework of how security and
international relations work and Festinger’s theory widens the way of
understanding how actors behave and perceive things - within this
framework.

By combining these two theories, it is possible to draw four main types
of conclusions, providing answer for the research question asked in
chapter one. These four types are illustrated in the figure below.98

Figure 4: Kinds and Origins of Risks and Consequences

  External

Perceptive Physical

   Internal

The ‘internal-external’-axis refers to the origin of the risks and threats.
‘Internal’ relates to issues that are derived from within the Caucasus
region that affects the US engagement in the region, as a civil war for
example. Oppositely, ‘external’ risks are those due to US engagements,
and that would not have existed otherwise. As an example, stationing of
American troops and military support to the region have an impact on
the security situation.

The ‘perceptive-physical’-axis illustrates what kinds of risks, threats and
consequences that are related to the security situation in the region.
Hence, ‘perceptive risks’ are risks related to how different actors perceive
security and the US’ actions. On the other side of the axis are ‘physical

                                       
98 A more elaborate, comprehensive and contextual explanation is found in the sixth chapter.
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risks’, which are those related to traditional security in terms of armed
conflicts and border instability. Naturally, the dynamic situation is a
continued process where all parts affect each other over time. The reason
for this division is therefore not to exactly nail an issue at a certain place
along the axes, but solely to facilitate the understanding of risks and
consequences.

This division illustrates that regional actors must not only take regional
threats into consideration. In addition, an external actor must also know
if / how its engagement affects the region, otherwise the outcomes would
be impossible to forecast. Note that in security complex theory, the
security for the regional actors is connected. Therefore, these risks and
consequences are related to both the US in the region and to the regional
states.

When pointing out risks and important issues in the following two
chapters, they are not always taken to the extreme of war. It can instead
be stated that these risks have two things in common. First, there is a
normative aspect. They enhance or may enhance conflictual elements
and moves away from co-operative dynamics. Obviously something
negative. Second, they reduce the future space for political action. This is
so since security is about prioritising one issue over another, which
limits they future opportunities and freedom of action.
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4 The Righteous Ranger
This chapter lays emphasis on the undertakings from a US point of view,
followed by a note on how promotion of western values affects the
region. It is argued that dogmatic adherence to this idea is counter-
productive. This bears importance, since within the general debate
concerning FSU, democracy is the savoir of security.

Engagement strategies, as well as strategic engagement, can take many
forms. It can be conditional or unconditional depending on the states
involved. It is often only carried out if certain prerequisites are fulfilled.99

As always, the IMF and the World Bank demand economic reforms prior
to giving financial subsidiaries to the region.100

The View from Washington
Washington policies towards the Caucasus101 have been characterised as
a process in three phases. Since the disintegration of the Soviet Union in
December 1991 until 1994, the ‘Russia first’ strategy was prioritised and
the Caucasus neglected. Defence and oil came onto the agenda in 1994.
They stayed as the main concerns until the third phase in 1996 when the
US took on a general strategic engagement in the region.102 According to
Svante Cornell, the reason for the policy shift is first and foremost that
the US came to understand the Russian capacity and condition, not in
the least its military status. This disrespect opened the opportunity for
extended engagement in what regional actors see as a zero-sum game.
Though, Lena Jonson correctly argues that it is wrong to see the security
in the region as a zero-sum game.103 However, as long as regional actors
hold this belief, even if they pretend not too,104 it has an impact. This
distinction is often passed by in security analyses and thus deserves
further attention.

                                       
99 Haass & O’Sullivan (2000), p 114f. Also MacFarlane, Neil (1999), Western Engagement in the Caucasus
and Central Asia, London: Royal Institute of International Affairs
100 Bakradze, Gia (2001), “Donors Scrutinize County’s Performance”, Georgian Today, no 69, July 2001,
p 3 A short fact sheet on the economic situation is found in appendix five together with a brief
historical account.
101 As Central Asia and the Caucasus surround the Caspian basin and share security concerns. The
relations between the US and Central Asia is vital and briefly sketched in: Larsson, Robert L. (2000),
“USA – Stormakt vid Kaspiska havet”, Internationella studier, no 3, 2000
102 Jonson, Lena (2001), “The New Geopolitical Situation in the Caspian Region”, The Security of the
Caspian Sea Region, Chufrin, Gennady (ed), New York: Oxford University Press/SIPRI, p 18ff
103 Jonson (2001), p 12
104 Fidler, Stephen & Jack, Andrew (2001), “High Hopes”, Financial Times, 13 November, 2001
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Presently, there are two tendencies in this extension of US engagement:
firstly as a part in the conflict resolution process over Karabakh and,
secondly, over security issues at large.105 A RAND report from 1999
states that the Western objectives in the region are confined to:106

• Prevent regional hegemony
• Get access to energy resources
• Reduce risks of civil war or intrastate conflicts
• Discourage spread of militant and anti-Western Islamic

movements
• Prevent spill-over effects to important regions, as the Persian Gulf

Apparently, the US has vital interests in the region. These are not
directly connected to survival, but relate to US foreign policy in general,
as Brzezinski discusses. Rajan Menon, nevertheless, argues that there are
no vital interests for the US in the Caspian region. Instead, it is the
relation towards Russia that is worth considering.107 Surely, the Russian
dimension is the pivotal issue, whatever the reasons of engagement may
be. The US strongly opposes the Russian standpoint of the ‘Russian
sphere of influence’ in the FSU and the RAND report argues that no state
has the power today to be a regional hegemon, even if they would prefer
to be.108

However, in 1998, Steven Sestanovich testified in congress that the US
“absolutely reject the idea of a Russian sphere of influence”.109 It is
interesting to note that four years after this speech, Nicholas Burns, US
Permanent Representative to NATO, officially declared the Caucasus as
NATO’s zone of interest.110 Nonetheless, if regional aspirations by either
state are reduced to terms of power, the US is the capable actor, albeit

                                       
105 Cornell, Svante E. (2000), Beyond Oil: US Engagement in the Caspian Region, Working paper no 52,
Uppsala University, Department of Peace and Conflict Research, p 18, 13
106 Sakalsky, Richard & Charlick-Paley, Tanya (1999), NATO and Caspian Security: A Mission Too Far?
RAND Report MR-1074-AF, p 7
107 Menon, Rajan (1995), Central Asia’s Foreign Policy and Security Challenges: Implications for the United
States, The National Bureau of Asian Research (NBR), vol 6, no 4, pp 13-15 Also Arbatov, Alexei G. &
Hartelius, Dag (1999), Russia and the World: A New Deal – Policy Recommendations Based on the
International Project ‘Russia’s Total Security Environment’ , East West Institute
108 Sakalsky & Charlick-Paley (1999), pp 23-50
109 O’Halloran, Kathleen T. (1999), “A New U.S. regional Strategy Toward Russia”, Strategic Review,
vol 27, no 3, p 58 Steven Sestanovich was US State Department spokesman on FSU issues.
110 Burns, Nicholas, “NATO Admits in Public Caucasus and Central Asia are Within Sphere of its
Interests”, RIA Novosti ,  9 May, , from CDI Russia Weekly #205, 10 May, 2002
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with modest intensity in its undertakings. Russia has greater ambitions
than the US, but lacks the means.

Another, official, expressed view of the most present threats against the
US from the FSU, is the National Security Strategy (NSS) and
International Crime Control Strategy (ICCS) that list urgent security
threats, such as: 111

• Terrorism
• Money laundry
• Extortion
• Kidnapping
• Drug trafficking
• Arms smuggling
• Economic espionage

Seemingly, they harmonise with the securitised issues presented in the
previous chapter, but are not specific to the Caucasus. Although
different in character, the Caucasus has the elements that these threats
consist of. In general, these were seen as threats against the US in three
ways: against the US society, against American corporations and
financial institutions, and against the global security and stability - in
short, against the American values.112 Nevertheless, threats have to be
handled in different ways, depending on the nature of the issue.
Priorities are only slowly evolving.

The Magnitude of Threats and Risks
The risk of anti-Western Islamic movements has gained renewed
support after September 11, but does not pose an immediate threat in the
Caucasus. Samuel Huntington, the often-cited prophet of the ‘clash of
civilisations’, points out the Caucasus as a main ‘fault line’ where the
clashes between Christianity and the Islamic world take place.113

Huntington’s findings and arguments are not left unopposed. Buzan

                                       
111 International Crime Control Strategy 1997
http://clinton2.nara.gov/WH/EOP/NSC/html/documents/iccs-frm.html , 2002-02-24
112 International Crime Control Strategy 1997
http://clinton2.nara.gov/WH/EOP/NSC/html/documents/iccs-frm.html , 2002-02-24
113 Huntington, Samuel (1997), The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order, London:
Simon and Schuster, as an example: pp 275-280
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holds a contesting theoretical view114 and Cornell’s brilliant account of
the ethnopolitical conflicts show, there is no ‘clash’, but the conflicts in
the Caucasus have other roots.115 Yet, ethnopolitical problems exist in
several regions, in both North and South Caucasus. The microregions of
Meskheti, Samtskhe and Javakheti in southern Georgia experience a
period of increased tension needs to be taken into consideration.116

Nevertheless, religion can be the subject for military securitisation.117

This becomes a factor to count with for the US when religion is tied
closer to the states (or state-like entities) as happened during the second
Chechnyan war.118

Brzezinski agrees on Huntington’s view that the world would be more
violent if America did not ‘manage’ foreign policy in Eurasia.119 Yet, the
US, as a ‘righteous ranger’, strongly promotes Western values of
democracy and liberty. Thereby it tries to tie the region to the West,
without allowing the region to gain too much influence in Western
institutions. At the same time the US withstands Russian and Iranian
attempts to gain influence. Many of the threats and risks mentioned so
far are reduced through promotion of democracy, but not without its
problems.

Vehicle of Western Values
The democratic and liberty status of the Caucasian states is poor,
according to Freedomhouse. The states are characterised as only ‘partly
free’ when it comes to political liberties and civic rights, yet with a
positive trend, while the disputed microregions of Karabakh, Chechnya
and Abkhazia are seen as not free at all.120

                                       
114 Buzan, Barry (1997), “Civilizational Realpolitik as the New World Order?”, Survival, vol 39, no 1,
1997, pp 180-183
115 Cornell, Svante E. (2002), Autonomy and Conflict: Ethnoterritoriality and Separation in the South
Caucasus – Cases in Georgia, PhD Dissertation in Peace and Conflict Research, Report no 61, Uppsala
University, pp 21-57
116 Darchiashvili, David (2000B), “Ethnic Relations as a Security Factor in Southern Georgia”, Central
Asia and the Caucasus: Journal of Social and Political Studies, no 1, 2000, pp 43-53
117 Buzan et al (1998), p 53
118 Lieven, Anatol (1999), Chechnya: Tombstone of Russian Power, New York: Yale University Press, pp
355-368
119 Brzezinski (1997), p 31
120 Freedomhouse, http://www.freedomhouse.org/research/freeworld/2001/table6.htm, 2002-05-05
Freedomhouse is an American independent centre for promoting democracy and liberty.
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There is, also, a deeper aspect concerning how the support for
democracy is perceived. A critique of US support to undemocratic states
can be made, but as long as the support consists of improving the
democratic, economic and societal situation, it is misdirected. François
Heisbourg argues, on the topic of US engagement, that from Bosporus to
Indus, there seems to be a zone whereas the ‘need’ for democracy and
attention to human rights, is “less urgent than in places like China”.121

The money flow to the region is accordingly unaffected by criticism.122

From the US point of view, this criticism is a double-edged sword. On
one hand, Machiavellian pragmatism is something that makes
consistency in world politics difficult, if desirable at all. It can therefore
be said, that although rhetoric and reality does not harmonise, it is
sometimes a necessity and reality. On the other hand, and in lines with
Festinger’s ideas, perception is sometimes more important than reality. If
the US is about to gain support for its actions abroad, let it be domestic
or international, this dimension has an impact on the outcome. This is
not to say that the US neglects the democratic dimension in other than
rhetoric, but rather that the prioritisation is flexible. Additionally, the
logic of criticism is not coherent. To demand from a newly independent
state that it has to be democratic before any checks are signed could not
only be seen as a ‘vehicle of Western values’, but even as ideological
blackmail. Also, spending money on democratic reform requires the
urgent security needs to be met already. With several potential civil wars
in the region, categorical criticism may serve no purpose but to provide
an argument for withdrawal of external actors.

Heisbourg’s analysis states that one has to take the perceptions of every
actor into consideration. Even though they are subjective – they are not
by default misperceptions.123Along with the ideas of Festinger, the
alliances and quasi-alliances pose difficulties for the US to be engaged
and neutral at the same time as promoting Western democracy. By no
means the course of action is settled in advance, but if the perceptions
held by regional actors of the US engagement differs from the US
intentions, counter-measures needs to be taken. These actors will try to

                                       
121 Heisbourg, François (2000), ”American Hegemony? Perceptions of the US Abroad”, Survival, no 41
vol 4, 1999-2000, p 12
122 Noreng, Øystein, (2000), ”Rørledningar er storpolitikk: Det nye spillet om oljen fra Kaukasus og
Sentral-Asia”, Internasjonal Politikk, vol 58, no 2, 2000, p 182
123 Heisbourg (2000), p 18 Also Lebow (1981), p 192ff
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archive consonance by incorporating and adapting these conceptions or
misconceptions. Thereby they entrench a view that constitutes the
foundation of future policies.

Democratic Growth and Growth through Democracy
Economic growth as a prerequisite for societal development is often seen
as unarguable. Tough, the gains in terms of democracy through
economic growth derived from the hydrocarbon business are, in some
ways, questionable. The opportunities for improving the living condition
in terms of societal development and economic growth through oil are
present, corruption and nepotism reduces these opportunities. Bearing in
mind that what has started to happen in the last decade, took almost a
century in the West, the argument goes.124

Additionally, the likelihood of authoritarian policies in the region is
strong and history shows that authoritarianism and economic recession
in combination does not promote peace and prosperity.125 Democracy
lays the foundation for stability, but there is a risk of military issues
overshadowing the situation and undermining the process of
democracy.126 If the liberal view on trade, often proposed by the US, is to
be the carrier of growth and peace through interdependence, political
control and securitisation of economic issues are counter-productive.

Albert Menteshashvili’s standpoint is that the Armenian, Azerbaijani
and Georgian entry into the European Council and as preferred
prospective members of NATO will be part of creating security and
stability for the Caucasus.127 Such a statement is too optimistic in several
ways. First, as a comparison, even if the US Senate sees NATO as an
organisation guaranteeing peace in Europe - the Turkish and Greek entry
into NATO increased the tension between the two states, not decreased

                                       
124 Menon, Rajan (1998), Treacherous Terrain: The Political and Security Dimensions of Energy Development
in the Caspian Sea Zone , The National Bureau of Asian Research (NBR), vol 9, no 1, p 8f
125 Spruyt & Ruseckas (1999), p 107 In contrast, UNDP show that authoritarian regimes does not
always makes the life of the citizens worse of than during a democratic regime. The FSU is just one
example. Human Development Report 2002, UNDP
126 Blank, Stephen J. (2000), US Military Engagement with Transcaucasia and Central Asia, Strategic
Studies Institute, US Army War Collage, p 7 This risk was further highlighted in UNDP’s Human
Development Report 2002, chapter 4, p 14, web edition,
http://www.undp.org/hdr2002/chapterfour.pdf , 2002-07-26
127 Menteshashvili, Albert (1999), Security and Foreign Policy in Central Asia and Caucasian Republics,
NATO-report
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it.128 Second, the Caucasus joining of NATO or the EU will not be
realised in a long time, if ever. Democratisation from above and from the
outside is a risk and can generate ethnic tension and economic
polarisation.129 Democracy is apparently an end in itself for many
western politicians, but nonetheless, entrenching democracy is a slow
process. Occasionally or often it is deprioritised when a weak state is to
distribute its scarce resources. In conclusion, securitising democracy and
incorporating it into the sphere of national security, as the US does,
could make democracy prioritised - even for the regional states.  Security
is the end, democracy the mean.

Securitisation of Democracy
In lines with the wider security agenda, Georgia includes not only
conflictual aspects in its, often inconsistent, national security, but also
environmental issues, educational aspects, societal development, rule of
law and creation of democratic institutions. There is, in addition, a lack
of consensus in Georgia on national security between people in general
and the élite. The strategic thinking within the élite echelons harmonises
with Western ways of thinking. The public, in contrast, is mostly
concerned with the territorial integrity; ethnic violence; lack of rule of
law and the financial crises.130 In this context, it has to be remembered
that the meaning of ‘Western values’ differs between Europe and the
US,131 but its discrepancy is an overwhelming task to study in-depth
here.

An examination of opinions in the region shows two things. First,
evident in Russian press and everyday life, people of the Caucasus are
highly disliked and seen with huge antipathies within Russia.132 The
Russian view of the US is better than that of the Caucasians, but far from
positive.133 A disharmony between the élite and the public concerning

                                       
128 Krebs, Ronald R. (1999), “Perverse Institutionalism: NATO and the Greco-Turkish Conflict”,
International Organization, Spring 1999, vol 53, no 2, 1999 pp 343-377
129 Blank (2000), p 8
130 Darchiashvili (2000a), p 67ff
131 Yanov, Alexander (2002), “The West: The Specter of a Schism”, Moscow News , 7-13 August, 2002
from CDI Weekly #218, 9 August, 2002
132 Gudkov, Lev (2000), Race and Nation: From Russia on Russia, Moscow: VCIOM, pp 40-42
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From CDI Weekly #207, 24 May, 2002 Poll conducted by Gallup International, Russia's independent
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the conceptions of the US is a dilemma. If the US’ strive for promoting
democracy works, the ruling élite and the regime will consider the
public opinion. Thereby the US has realised its own departure from the
region. That risk has to be reduced by creating a situation where there is
improvement for the public, and not only abstract ideas of security for
the regime.

From the American point of view, there are problems of convincing the
US public and commercial lobbies of the greatness of a vague and long-
term national strategy of promoting liberal values in the Caucasus. This
is, according to John McCarthy, the reason for the frequent mentioning
of the Caspian oil in public statements.134 Extensive US financial aid is
nevertheless given, as is expertise in support to handle corruption.
External economic support for reform can thus be a misguided form of
aid. It does not provide the expected impact if corruption exists. Since
90% of the Georgians believe that bribing an official is the only way of
solving their problems, according to the GORBI polls, the situation is
serious.135

Much of the American subsidiaries are connected to mutual commitment
of co-operation. In reality it means that foreign corporations get access
for making investments in the region, or that certain actions against
corruption must be made.136 The mutual commitments, hence, means
regional states need to behave according to the wishes of the US.137 In

                                                                                                                         
centre for public opinion and market research. Survey of 1,000 Russians from the country's ten major
cities.
134 McCarthy, John (2000), “The Geo-politics of Caspian Oil”, Jane’s Intelligence Review, July 2000, p 24
Akiner, Shirin (2000), “Emerging Political Order in the New Caspian States”, Crossroads and Conflict:
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Routledge, p 113 As an example of this mentioning, see: ”Impact of Organized Crime and Corruption
on Southeast Europe and Central Asia”, Boone, Rob, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for
International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs Statement before the Commission on Security
and Cooperation in Europe Washington, DC, 23 March, 2000.
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Azerbaijan as it was identified as the main aggressor in the conflict over Karabakh. Cornell, Svante E.
(1999), The Nagorno-Karabakh Conflict, Working Paper no 46, Department of East European Studies,
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monetary terms, Armenia and Georgia are the states that receive the
most aid per capita, apart from Israel and Egypt, by the US.138

Domestic Trouble in Weak States
Russian neo-imperialism, and assumed attempts to undermine peace
and stability in the Caucasus, is far from the main reason of the insecure
situation,139 even if it is often considered so in the Caucasus. The balance
between the dysfunctional CIS and the struggle for ‘real’ independence
with lack of means is difficult. Georgia is a weak state as well as a weak
power, the Mastermind of Georgian Foreign Policy - Alexander Rondeli,
argues in the words of Buzan.140 In addition, Sim Li-Chen assesses the
security situation for Azerbaijan and naturally point out that Azerbaijan
even without the ‘Russian factor’, is a weak state. Political violence,
usage of force by the state in domestic politics, and control over the
media is common. Ideological clashes exist and troubles with national
identity are evident. Not even the political hierarchy is clear.141 The
importance of perception in this aspect can be illuminated by an incident
in 2001 when the Russian Novie Izvestia pointed out Georgia as a weak
and corrupted state that could not handle its own problems. How true it
may be, Georgian politicians saw it an as indication of Russian
attempted supremacy, especially since it contained information on the
ethnic origin of some Georgian politicians.142

A liberal scenario moving towards economic co-operation instead of
state securitisation is only plausible in an environment free from
conflictual elements.143 Hence, Buzan et al’s ninth threat to international

                                       
138 US Government Assistance to and Cooperative Activities with the New Independent States of the Former
Soviet Union, FY 2000 Annual Report, January 2001 Submitted Pursuant to Section 104 of the Freedom
Support Act, Office of the Coordinator of US Assistance to the NIS, appendix. Also Wright, John
(2001), “America in Georgia”, AmCham, no 4, 2002, p 30 (Magazine of USAID in Georgia)
139 This is not to say that economic co-operation does not exist, it does. Russia is one of the most
important trading partner for the states in the Caucasus, see: Zubarevich, Natalia V. & Fedorov, Yuri
E. (1999), ”Russian-Southern Economic Interaction: Partner or Competitors”, Russia, The Caucasus and
Central Asia: The 21st Century Security Environment, Menon, Fedorov & Nodia (eds), New York: ME
Sharpe/EastWest Institute, pp 119-144
140 Rondeli, Alexander (2000), “Regional Security Prospects in the Caucasus”, Crossroads and Conflict:
Security and Foreign Policy in the Caucasus and Central Asia, Bertsch, Gary K. et al (eds) New York:
Routledge, p 49f
141 Li-Chen, Sim (1999), “In Search of Security: Azerbaijan and the Role of Oil in the Caspian Sea”,
Journal of Communist Studies and Transition Politics, vol 15, no 3, September 1999, pp 25-29
142 Georgian Times editorial (2001), “Ethnic Origin of Georgian Politicians”, Georgian Times , 12 July,
2001, p 2
143 Spruyt & Ruseckas (1999), p 94f
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order and law144 is evident. Additionally, the RAND report concludes
that the major security threats come from internal instability, rather than
from external powers.145 Naturally, there is a difference between
‘traditional threats’ to states, and threats towards regimes.

As the state, as an actor, is not a single unit, even if it is often presented
as such, the government or ruling establishment can securitise threats
toward the regime and make them a prioritised goal of the state.146 This
enhances authoritarian elements in already weak states.147 Tough, there
is nothing in the US undertakings that show an awareness of this from
Washington. If the US fails to recognise this discrepancy, it will continue
to aim most of its aid and resources to traditional security threats related
to the state. Thereby, the support for democratic development is wasted.
Indeed, securitising all issues, poses a threat in itself. Every issue
securitised is, by definition, seen as something that can be handled
which extraordinary means, often out of the democratic agenda. This is
not necessarily a problem as long as the means to reduce the security
risks derived from the socio-political issues are peaceful and related to
societal development and democracy. They should also be carried out in
a way that takes the implications outlined in this study into
consideration. Remember what Buzan said, “paranoia is the logical
endpoint of obsession with security”.148

By paying attention to security above everything else, the risk of the US
ending up as the ‘accidental defender’ is analysed in the following
chapter.

                                       
144 Buzan et al (1998), p 159
145 Sakalsky & Charlick-Paley (1999) p 83f
146 Li-Chen (1999), p 29 Also Buzan et al (1998), p 146f
147 In liberal-democratic states, security usually involves handling external threats and threats towards
the physical base of the state, as the state is strong. Buzan et al (1998), p 146
148 Buzan (1991), p 37
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5 The Accidental Defender
Previous chapter shows that US commitments to issues that are easy to
withdraw from end with a moderate level of danger. This chapter
deepens the discussion on issues of higher stakes by arguing that the US’
economic gains from oil are moot, and that geopolitics bring about risks
that would not have existed otherwise. Initially this is done by
illuminating some of the issues constituting the venue. Further on, the
venturous undertakings by the US are penetrated.

Politics of Oil
It can be argued, that in the post-cold war era, the US is the new culprit
for the politicised weapon of oil.149 As the policies of hydrocarbons are of
importance, albeit not the main focus of this study, some of its aspects
deserve to be mentioned.

Basically, secure transport routes, political stability and positive financial
climate for investors are three key aspects of energy security, no matter if
it is for the US or for the regional states.150 Numerous accounts and
estimations on the existing amount of the resources of oil and gas in the
Caspian region exist, but it is clear that potential and not reality, of a
modest 3% of the world’s assets, catches headlines. The case point is that
Caspian oil can prove valuable on the margin.151

The status of the Caspian Sea is unclear. Each of the littoral states has a
national maritime zone of 12 km, but apart from that, the status is open
for interpretation. From the Russian point of view, the Caspian Sea is a
lake and therefore not a subject of international treaties on the law of the
sea. Hence, all states share its resources.152 The Russian President

                                       
149 Morse, Edward L. (1999), “A New Political Economy of Oil”, Journal of International Affairs, vol 53,
no 1, 1999 In the Caucasus, only Azerbaijan posses substantial amounts of oil. Georgia is nevertheless
an important transit country while Armenia’s influence in the hydrocarbon business is limited.
150 Kudava, Mamuka & Craft, Cassady (2000), “Developing Nonproliferation Export Controls in
Georgia in the Context of the Emerging Eurasian Transportation Corridor”, Crossroads and Conflict:
Security and Foreign Policy in the Caucasus and Central Asia, Bertsch, Gary K. et al (eds) New York:
Routledge, p 207 Also Roberts, John (2001), “Energy Reserves, Pipeline Routes and the Legal Regime
in the Caspian Sea”, The Security of the Caspian Region, Chufrin, Gennady (eds), New York: Oxford
University Press/SIPRI, p 33-68
151 Sakalsky & Charlick-Paley (1999), p 80 Also Manning, Robert A & Jaffe, Amy Myers (2000), ”The
Shocks of a World of Cheap Oil”, Foreign Affairs, January/February, 2000, p 17
152 Maleki, Abbas (1999), “Iran and Russia: Neighbours Without Common Borders”, Russia and Asia:
The Emerging Security Agenda, Chufrin, Gennady (ed), New York: SIPRI/Oxford University Press, p
189 Iran partly agrees with this standpoint but the newly independent states prefer to have
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Vladimir Putin has also ordered increased build-up of naval forces in the
northern Caspian. 153

Moreover, every proposal infringes in the oil and gas fields of some
state, and the littoral states of the Caspian basin, primarily Kazakhstan,
use gun-boats and military helicopters to patrol their oil fields. Hence, a
tendency of militarisation of the basin is present.154 This militarisation,
along with deepened US military engagement, can enforce a very serious
form of overlay where the great powers completely overshadow the
regional issues. Hence  - the advent of a regional Cold-war comes at
hand. The question of the value of this gold rush is also debated. This
invites to a comment on the US’ need of the Caspian oil.

US and the Hydrocarbons
Three main arguments indicate that economic reasons for the official US
involvement in the Caspian business of hydrocarbons are highly
questionable: namely the price, access and need. Firstly, analyses show
that a high current price level of oil is no reason for political risks. In
contrast, if low prices are at hand, the struggle for Caspian oil is a risky
business in economic terms. In short, the price of oil and gas does not
provide a sustainable argument for political efforts by the US in this
region.155

Secondly, the access to, and transportation of oil and gas is highly risky,
very problematic and enormously costly in the Caspian region.156 The
often-mentioned prospected pipeline between Baku and Ceyhan
illuminates the fact that political imperatives prevail, as economic
incentives for its construction are absent.157

                                                                                                                         
independent access to the oil fields nearby. Recently Russia modified the demarcation line of the
northern Caspian Sea in lines with Azerbaijan’s wish. A 20% claim of the seabed by Azerbaijan has
upset Iran, which has warned Azerbaijan “that it was ready to use its naval forces to prevent
exploration of the Caspian territory”. Helmer, John (2002), “ Russia Draws Fine Line in Caspian”, Asia
Times, 21 May, 2002 From CDI Weekly # 207, 23 May, 2002
153 Helmer (2002) Also Mozaffari, Mehdi (ed) (1997b), “The Oil and Gas of the Caspian Sea: Regional
Cooperation and Competition”, Security Politics in the Commonwealth of Independent States: the Southern
Belt, London: Macmillan Press, p 199f
154 Chufrin, Gennady (1999), “The Caspian Sea Basin: the Security Dimensions”, SIPRI Yearbook 1999:
Armaments, Disarmaments and International Society , New York: Oxford University Press/SIPRI, p 223f
155 For a thorough discussion, see: Claes, Dag Harald (1998), The Politics of Oil: Oil Producer Cooperation,
Oslo: Department of Political Science, University of Oslo
156 McCarthy (2000), p 21 Also: Dekmejian & Simonian (2001), pp 167-171
157 Naumkin, Vitaly (2001), “Russia’s National Security Interests in the Caspian Region”, The Security of
the Caspian Region, Chufrin, Gennady (eds), New York: Oxford University Press/SIPRI, p 126
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Thirdly, the US does not need the Caspian oil. Importers of the Caspian
hydrocarbons have interests in diversification. Although, the interests
are not vital. If Iraq, Iran, Kuwait or Saudi Arabia opens up for external
actors, would they not be of more interest for the US, than the Caspian
region, the argument goes.158 This process has started. Presently,
however, Iran and Iraq are bound by sanctions by the US and the UN.159

It is true, there has been an increase in the share of US import of oil from
31% in 1983 to 52% in 1999,160 and estimations point towards increased
demand for oil in general. Yet, there are indications that Saudi Arabia
will meet this demand by itself.161

The more tension in the Gulf, the more important the Caspian region
becomes,162 even if the Caspian oil and gas is distributed to other
markets than the American one.163 Nevertheless, a positive shift in the
Russian-US co-operation on energy has been evident since September
11.164 Still, diverging strategic interests have prevented multilateral co-
operation on energy.165 Lately, there has been a shift in the US import
pattern of oil where the American continent takes over shares from the
Persian Gulf region in segments of oil export to the US.166 Besides, if the
US’ intention is exclusion of Russia, it is not enough for the US to have
good relations with Moscow - Moscow also needs to be on a good
footing with regional leaders and the domestic consortia, as they control
the energy sector.167

                                       
158 The Geopolitics of Energy in the Former Soviet Union , Strategic Energy Initiative, Center for Strategic
and International Studies, 11 February, 1999, p 11
159 Morse, Edward L. (1999), “A New Political Economy of Oil”, Journal of International Affairs, vol 53,
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160 Cornell (2000), p 19
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“Where Oil is King”, Jane’s Foreign Report, no 2682, 28 March, 2002, p 1ff
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163 Naumkin (2001), pp 123-125
164 Goldwyn, David L. (2002), The United States, Europe and Russia: Toward a Global Energy Security
Policy , East West Institute Policy Brief, vol 1, no 5, August 2002
165 Stulberg, Adam N. &  Cosijin, Hendrik (2002), Transatlantic Energy Security and the Caspian Basin:
Moving Towards a Common Agenda, East West Institute Policy Brief, vol 1, no 6, August 2002, p 3ff
166 Venezuela, Canada, US, Colombia and Brazil increase their oil production; hence it is the East Asia
that becomes dependent on the Persian oil, not the US. Manning & Jaffe (2000), p 18f, 26
167 For an overview of the consortia and contracts of the oil business, see: Menon (1998), pp 37-44
Rodionov, Pyotr (2000), “Gazprom in Shaping Russia’s Energy Security”, International Affairs: A
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In conclusion, the US energy engagement is not of an economic nature.
Instead, it is indicated that political gains sets the agenda, which in light
of Brzezinski, can be seen as a way of taking part in the control of the
Caspian hydrocarbons and its transportation. Not the least to prevent
Russia or Iran from dominating the energy sector. Naturally the question
arises: what does the struggle with energy lead to?

Outcome of the Struggle of Energy
The existing and prospected pipelines, for oil and gas, are widely spread
across the region and many are the pros and cons for different options –
economics versus politics.168 Pipelines are drawn within, or bypassed,
conflicts and regions of tension, such as Abkhazia, Chechnya, Karabakh,
Kurdestan, Central Asia and Afghanistan. Nevertheless, a frequently
stated argument of oil falling in the wrong hands, as in the hands of
Russia or Iran, lacks substance. Most of the oil is already in the ‘wrong
hands’ of Saddam Hussein’s or Moammar Qaddaffi’s, in the US view. In
fact, they have never refused to sell oil to America.169

Largely, a military engagement by the US for the reason of protection of
oil and gas is by many analysts seen as highly unlikely.170 Buzan et al
point out that overseas military engagement is not always due to
national security in a narrow meaning.171 For the US, in this case, the
risks of engagement are obvious. The deeper the US commitments are
into the hydrocarbon sector, the more unlikely it is for the US to be
neutral in a regional conflict.

Oil as a political leverage of oil has been utilised by Russia. In contrast,
the US, by the USAID, has supported Georgia with financial means in
                                                                                                                         
Business: A Responsible Approach”, International Affairs: A Russian Journal of World Politics, Diplomacy
and International Relations , vol 46, no 2, pp 35-40 From the Russian side, the powerful ‘oligarchs’
control some of the oil supply. The giants of Gazprom, Transneft, and Lukoil provide the
infrastructure and receive governmental back up. Victor Chernomyrdin is connected to Gazprom,
Boris Berezovsky to Sibneft and Noyabrskneftgaz, Mickhail Friedman to Tyumenoil, Vladimir Potanin
to Sidanko, Roman Abramovitj to Sibneft, Aleksej Borosovitj Miller to Gazprom, Mikhail
Khodorovsky to Yokos and Yoganskneftgaz. “Dengi - Top 100”, Kommersant: Dengi, no 43, October,
2001 and Wolosky, Lee S. (2000), “Putin’s Plutocrat Problem”, Foreign Affairs, March/April 2000, pp
18-31
168 See for example: Claes (1998), Cornell (2001) and Dekmejian & Simonian (2001)
169 Sakalsky & Charlick-Paley (1999), p 80
170 Chufrin (1999), p 227 RAND also estimates that NATO intervention for protecting access to energy
will be highly unlikely. Sakalsky & Charlick-Paley (1999), p 95
171 Buzan et al (1998), p 49
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order to decrease the Georgian dependence of Russia.172 Hence, the
Russian leverage of energy has been stopped by the US, to a certain
extent. It can therefore be said, securitised energy sector poses not only
risks. It is a political leverage for the US to utilise with care, if the risks
outlined previously are to be withstood. Along with increased military
presence, it becomes a wedge of power between Iran and Russia. The
antagonists of American primacy, Brzezinski’s argues.

Deeper Strategic Engagement
The threats to security in the Caucasus are, as Blank notes, structural.
Rivalry, competition, and politicisation of ‘ordinary’ issues are evident
along with the emergence of para-military forces out of political
control.173 The US handles these risks by extending its military
engagement in several ways. Occasionally, the logic is unclear in policy
statements, but Haass and O’Sullivan write:

“[…]even when engagement appears to be a long shot, it often
makes sense as a strategy that will open opportunity for
employing other types of polices further down the road.”174

Anti-terrorism and Military Operations
None of the states in the Caucasus are considered to be sponsoring
terrorism officially,175 and contrary to media reporting, the US does not
connect al-Qa’ida to Chechnyan rebels, or see the Chechnyan politicians
as terrorists.176 Other groups, as the Hizb-ut-Tharir, do not exist to a
noticeable extent either. This makes the US anti-terrorism agenda in the
region questionable. Although, it is worth noting that the counter-terror
agenda for the US, in the region, has been present for several years.177

                                       
172 Boroumand, Serene (2001), “Energy Independence: Georgia Receives Great Boost from US
Government”, Georgia Today, no 68, July 2001, p 4
173 Blank (2000), pp 17-22
174 Haass & O’Sullivan (2000), p 116. This is further illuminated by the National Security Strategy of
2002, p 29ff
175 Countering the Changing Threat of International Terrorism, Report of the National Commission on
Terrorism Pursuant to Public Law 277, 105th Congress, Federation of American Scientists:
http://www.fas.org/irp/threat/commission.html, 2002-08-02
176 “US Policy on Chechnya”, Steven Pifer, Deputy Assistant Secretary for European and Eurasian
Affairs, Statement Before the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, Washington, DC, 9
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Co-operation on these issues have also been substantial. The military
presence in the region is continuously increasing.

This US strategy of ‘extraordinary power projection’ can be seen in joint
exercises and in the staff training by deeper and wider military
engagements.178 For example, during the summer of 2002, the US Special
Forces Green Berets launched a comprehensive foreign military training
programme, covering all levels of the Georgian military forces, at a cost
of $64 millions and a duration of twenty month. The training, which also
included supply of arms and equipment, was conducted in public, in
order not to impose an increased threat of covert operations against
Russia.179 It is somewhat ironic that at the same time, unidentified
Russian fighter planes carry out anti-terrorism operations in the
Georgian Pankisi Gorge, according to Georgian officials.

In addition, NATO, as a main tool for US security policy, is engaged in
the Caucasus, both via the CFE programme Flank Zone Agreement, and
through the PfP.180 The PfP is widely used as a tool for national
assistance, with the silent consent of NATO – “in the spirit of PfP”.181

These policies, carried out under the Bush administration, are an
excellent continuation of the ones dating from the time of Bill Clinton
and is what Gunnar Jervas has called “realpolitik with humanitarian
decorations”.182  Although, some decorations have been removed after
the Bush inauguration.

Georgian invitations of NATO do not have a deterrent effect on Russian
interest in the north of Georgia, Sergei Ivanov said in late September of
2002.183 This is interesting to note since Russia is weak. Yet, the Russian
military presence in the region is decreasing, but Russia still plays a

                                                                                                                         
http://www.state.gov/www/global/terrorism/fs_000807_counterterror.html, 2002-02-25
178 Blank (2000), p 15
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major role. In August of 2002, Russia held its largest post-Soviet military
exercises in the Caspian region. The intention was to focus on the battle
against terrorism and not against any particular state, Russian officials
declared.184

Allison points out that Georgia’s unwillingness to let go of Abkhazia,
and Russia’s inability to prevent the conflict made Russia an opponent of
Georgia.185 Russia has two main bases in Armenia,186 and had four bases
in Georgia along with peacekeeping troops in Abkhazia, but is currently
withdrawing two of these.187 The huge budget problem and reforming
obstacles of the Russian military forces, along with the war in Chechnya
puts additional restrains of Russian capabilities.188 The conflictual
microregions of the Caucasus face both military and political threats. At
large, they lack recognition and support. Yet, both sides can securitise
the conflictual issues and thereby the US security efforts in Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan will face another challenge. It is hence not
enough to support strong outer state borders. The borders to Abkhazia
and Karabakh will also pose a dilemma.

Assume that the US gets permanent access to air force bases, in
Sasusnaya/Sumgait or Sangachaly in Azerbaijan.189 This would have a
great impact on the external transformation, mentioned by Buzan, of the
region. First, it would not be appreciated by Russia to have US soldiers
positioned along its southern tier. Second, by this, the US could reach not
only Russia but also the Middle Eastern countries from the north. If a,
not unlikely, continued war against terrorism in Iraq is taking place,
such access would be an asset for the US, especially since Saudi Arabia is
not eager to support such actions. If a strong internal transformation is
taking place, which is a risk in a conflictual region Buzan argues, it

                                       
184 “Russia Flexes Muscles in the Caspian with Large-scale Military Exercises”, AFP, 1 August, 2002,
from CDI Weekly # 217, 2 August, 2002
185 In the mid-1990, Russia offered Georgia security as a guarantor of territorial integrity by having
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dramatically changes the environment in which the US operates. Unless
the US ensures, by different means, that it will not happen, it will be
costly and difficult to manage, especially in the short-run.

Indeed, NATO, Turkish or US military bases can be realised in
Azerbaijan, according to Azerbaijani Minister of Defence, General-
Colonel Safar Abiev.190 This can be done as soon as the important
Russian radio-location station in Azerbaijan in the Gabalin region is
closed down.191 Assumedly, Russia will, despite the costs, be reluctant to
remove it, due to this very reason.

If the US does not deepen its engagement, Russia may call the US ‘bluff’
of vital interests. This is one reason for the widening of their strategic
mission, Blank argues.192 Blank points out the Russian view by stating:

“[…]win-win ideas generally remain foreign to their [Russia’s]
cognitive universe and contradict the prevailing zero-sum
Realpolitik Russian and Trans-Caspian mentality.”193

Widening of the US’ Strategic Mission
According to Menteshashvili, many foreign analysts see the US as more
favourable towards Azerbaijan. This could be a factor in the Russian
strive to persuade Armenia to object to NATO expansion.194 Kenneth
Weisbrode argues that the lack of success in the Karabakh negotiations is
due to American unwillingness to take a side in the conflict, as it neither
wants to upset the Armenian lobby, nor damage the fragile relation with
Azerbaijan.195 Also, as the status and territory of several microregions is
debated, or de facto different from the view of the state, Buzan et al’s
third threat, derived from competing organisational principles in an
interlocking security situation, is real.196 By applying this idea, it is clear
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that Azerbaijan can be seen as a threat by the Armenian minorities and
vice versa.

The causes and possible solutions of the Karabakh and Abkhazian197

conflicts are complex, but pose the first threat mentioned by Buzan. A
state-nation split will be a threat to the weak states.198 Assume that the
conflict over Karabakh is escalating with Azerbaijan-Turkey on one side
and Russia-Armenia-Iran on the other. What would the US do? In this
context, it is important to bear in mind, as Lebow points out, that the risk
of spin-off crises occurs when the involved actors attempts to protect
their perceived interests.199 Co-operation between Russia and the US is
rewarding, but in the Caucasus, traditional geopolitical struggle is
evident. From the US point of view, Iran and Russia seems to be an
option of a rock or a hard place.

Between a Rock and a Hard Place
Since the conflict resolution within the CIS is a major failure,200 other
forums become more important. GUUAM is not enough201 and as NATO
and OSCE are stronger in every aspect, not at least economically - the
Russian influence is cut short. Buzan et al’s fifth threat, where a
supranational organisation as the CIS is feared by a regional state, 202 is
unlikely but still real. Fear of the CIS is unlikely in military terms but a
risk of Moscow imposing a political leverage by using the CIS, is worth
bearing in mind. This can constitute existential risks, if territorial
fragmentation emerges.203 Although, the Reykjavik summit showed204

that the NATO-Russian Permanent Joint Council exist and seemingly
works.205 However, serious issues, that really need to be solved
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peacefully, are too much to handle when the elements of realpolitik come
at hand.

Russia and US/NATO co-operation seemed to be making progress over
security issues, but during the Kosovo-crisis, it was quickly forgotten.
Much can and has been said about the US-Russian relation, both in the
Caucasus and in other dimensions, which to a high degree affects
regional situations and vice versa. Nevertheless, the perceptions of
NATO are of significant importance. As Georgia and, to some extent,
Azerbaijan wish to joint NATO, with the purpose of getting protection
from Russia, it is interesting to see how Russia at the same time enjoys
greater influence and insight into NATO. 206

NATO expansion is also a debatable topic that has great influence in the
region.207 Russia may be lacking means for qualifying as a super power,
but nevertheless has the ability to act against the US and NATO, in
Roland Dannreuther’s words, ‘in an obstructionist manner’.208 Rajan
Menon states that as soon as Russia’s economic situation improves, it
will take on a more active role within its former territory,209 especially
since stability of the South Caucasus is a key to stability in the North
Caucasus, in the Russian view.210 These states are weak and “vulnerable
to Russian power”.211 Also, a common belief in the Caucasus is that
Russia makes sure that the conflicts in the region is kept alive in order to
keep its grip of the region.212 The international community will in this
case play a vital role as Georgia, for example, is facing many domestic

                                       
206 Larsson, Robert L. (2001), Russian-US Relations: the Case of the Caucasus, Edinburgh University:
Department of Politics, Soviet and Post Soviet Politics. For an insight on the happenings during the
Kosovo-crisis, see: Antonenko, Oksana, ”Russia, NATO and European Security after Kosovo”,
Survival, vol 42, no 4, 1999-2000, pp 124-144
207 See: Croft, Howorth & Webber (2000), “NATO’s Triple Challenge”, International Affairs, no 3, 2000,
pp 495-518 and Blank, Stephen (1999), “NATO Enlargement Between Rhetoric and Realism”,
International Politics, no 36 1999, pp 67-88
208 Dannreuther (2000), p 146
209 Menon (1998), p 10
210 Pataraia, Tamar (2000), “Problems of South Caucasus Regional Security”, The Kartvelologist, Centre
for Kartvelian Studies, Tbilisi State University, p 57
211 Lynch, Allen C. (2001), ”The Realism of Russia’s Foreign Policy”, Europe-Asia Studies, vol 53, no 1,
2001, p 24 Also Abashidze, Medea (1998), “The Caucasus: Historical Background”, Caucasica: The
Journal of Caucasian Studies, no 2, 1998, p 12f
212 Pataraia (2000), p 59 In addition, Emzar Kvitsiani, a regional governor calls for the international
commonwealth to put pressure on Russia as it did during the Soviet Union’s Afghanistan campaign.
“Russia to Prolong Military Presence in [A]bkhazia”, Georgian Times , 16 August, 2001, s 5
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socio-political problems213 and have an economic situation shattered by
hyperinflation and financial crises.214 This feeds vulnerability.

Quasi-alliances and Perception
The Caucasus does not only consist of a rock and a hard place. The US
relation is presently positive towards the three central states, while the
inter-Caucasian relations differ. Categorical division, exclusively of the
states, is naturally a simplification with few supporters of the modern
Copenhagen school. This must be taken into consideration when the
security dynamics are assessed. As the US official relations with other
entities than states are limited, the reason for doing this is to illustrate
which are the relations the US must consider. As a simplified overview
of the relations of the Caucasus, the following table is presented.

Table 1: International Relations in the Caucasus Region

USA Russia Azer. Arm. Georgia Iran Turkey
USA P/N P P P N P
Russia P/N N P N P N
Azer. P N N P N P
Arm. P P N P P N
Geor. P N P P P P
Iran N P N P P P
Turkey P N P N P P

P = positive relation, N = negative relation, P/N = altering positive/negative
Source: Author, based on information concerning governmental level in: Cornell, Svante E. (2001),
Small Nations and Great Powers: A Study of the Ethnopolitical Conflict in the Caucasus, Surrey: Curzon
Press and Chufrin, Gennady (ed) (2001), The Security of the Caspian Region, New York: Oxford
University Press/SIPRI

Hence, the US has a positive relation towards the Caucasus, but the
internal relations are yet paramount. Baku has consolidated its power by
strengthening the Turkish ties, and thereby kept Russia and Iran at
distance. This strengthening is fruitful in light of keeping a good relation

                                       
213 For more on Georgian domestic concerns see: Nodia, Ghia (2000), “A New Cycle of Instability in
Georgia: New troubles and Old Problems”, Crossroads and Conflict: Security and Foreign Policy in the
Caucasus and Central Asia, Bertsch, Gary K. et al (eds) New York: Routledge and for statistical data on
the economic situation, see: Papava, Vladimer (ed) (2000), World in Figures: Georgia and the Rest of the
World, Tbilisi: Siakhle
214 Wang, Jian-Ye (1998), “From Coupon to Lari: Hyperinflation and Stabilization in Georgia”,
Caucasica: The Journal of Caucasian Studies, no 1, 1998, pp 195-198
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with NATO and the West.215 As Bjereld’s illustration of Festinger’s idea
show, there is a dilemma since the opposite can occur too. The Chinese
and Central Asian dimension is not to be forgotten as it has an impact on
the Caspian region at large.216 Buzan et al is correct when laying
emphasis on the microregions. As an example, The Georgian republic of
Abkhazia holds a positive relation with Moscow at the same time as
Georgia is accused of supporting Chechnya.

Alan Dobson raises the question of withdrawal from US’ commitments
in general. He argues that: exit strategies must be related to a
consolidation of archived goals, presumably by a third party.217 Three
options come at hand for the US. First, withdrawing all aid, support and
commitment from the region. Second, handing over all security
‘responsibility’ they have been engaged in to a third party, either a
regional state or an organisation as the OSCE of the UN. The final option
is to consolidate the own presence in a long-term perspective. This bears
importance as shifts in the amity and enmity-structure are based on
perceptions. If the setting changes – it affects the US’ plan of priorities.

Armed Forces and the Force of Arms
These quasi-alliances rely on armed forces. Considering a defence-
dilemma, the risks of a regional arms race similar to the Pakistan-Indian
is, so far, not evident. WMD proliferation is only ‘medium high’ in
Azerbaijan and non-existent in Georgia.218 Furthermore, risks of
proliferation create a need for strengthening borders and sovereignty,
something that can be seen as and end in several aspects of security.219

Craft further argues, that it was a misconception by the US to force the
threat of proliferation on the Caucasian states. Their powers are not
affected, relatively, by the (non)proliferation.220 Therefore, it can be said
that when the US expects the regional states to act according to the same
security logic as the US does, the gap of priorities between the actors is
highlighted.
                                       
215 Hunter (2000), p 39, 43
216 Kondo, Shigekatsu (ed) (1999), East Asian Strategic Review 1998-1999, Tokyo: The National Institute
for Defense Studies, pp 201-209 also Andrews-Speed, Philip & Vinogradov, Sergei (2000), “China’s
Involvement in Central Asian Petroleum: Convergent or Divergent Interests”, Asian Survey , vol XL, no
2, March/April 2000, pp 377-397
217 Dobson, Alan P. (2002), “Dangers of US Interventionism”, Review of International Studies, no 28,
2002, p 594f
218 Sakalsky & Charlick-Paley (1999), pp 53-62
219 Craft (2000), 226
220 Craft (2000), pp 232-237
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During the spring of 2002, Russia strengthened its ties with some former
republics, as Armenia, with new deals in the arms trade.221 Bearing in
mind that there are seven armed forces in the southern Caucasus222

together with numerous conflicts and potential conflicts in regions
suffering from tension. An external power would have a difficult time
establishing trust and confidence among all groups. Moreover, the sixth
risk by Buzan223 may come true when all non-state based military actors
demand national self-determination by military means, as Chechnya or
Abkhazia does.

‘Commitment by Default’
François Heisbourg defines three main risks of the US foreign policy.
First, the US can be seen as overemphasising the use of force. Second,
even if that is the case, the ‘trigger-happy sheriff’ maybe reluctant to
come, when called upon. Finally, the US can be seen as a paper tiger,
unwillfull to make sacrifices other than for its own vital interests.224

Nevertheless, the US can be a ‘trigger-happy sheriff’ and a paper tiger at
the same time.

As the securitisation is of both institutional and ad hoc type,225 it will be
difficult for other than the securitising actors to see a coherent US
security policy in the region, if the security issues change over time.
Therefore, institutionalising security provides stability. At the same time
it pose a serious risk factor if the reason for securitisation is related to
domestic politics. Buzan et al point out that the threat has to be of a
dramatic nature for legitimising extreme actions.

The states of the Caucasus have not yet reached its democratic potential
and the authoritarian regimes can hence securitise threats for whatever
purpose they have. If Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan deepens security
co-operation, their common securitisation becomes powerful and other
regional states can feel threatened. The cognitive element creates a
power-security dilemma.

                                       
221 “ New Military Alliance Guarantees Arms Prices”, Gazeta , 15 May 2002,
http://www.gazeta.ru/2002/05/15/Newmilitarya.shtml , 2002-05-16
222 Pataraia (2000), p 61f
223 Buzan et al (1998), p 158
224 Heisbourg (2000), p 13f
225 Buzan et al (1998), p 27f
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Extending this idea further, one risk is that the US reluctantly will end
up in a military conflict due to its engagements. Even if the US
commitment to military affairs, or as guarantor of peace and stability, is
neither explicit in rhetoric, nor as a hidden agenda - deepened presence
will enhance the risks. This could happen in two ways: first, as a
situation of consolidated overlay where the regional states invites the US
to take on an active military role; second as a ‘commitment by default’.
As shown, Azerbaijan would not be unwilling to discuss an invitation to
US troops on its territory and Georgia wishing to join NATO, are two
examples.

Developments in Central Asia after September 11 indicate that the US
has a great need of this kind of supporting partners, even in the post-
cold war era. 226 As long as the motive of US engagement is considered
more important to Washington, than the relation toward Iran, China or
Russia, it can be realised if deemed necessary - overlay or not.

‘Commitment by default’ is a risk derived from the plain fact that the US
has troops for educational and peace keeping purposes. Having troops
on foreign ground provides a military target and they will likely be
protected as such, even if their role in the region is of a passive nature.
Its very presence thereby poses a risk.  That will, surely, encourage
extensive military measures to be taken. Additionally, the more money
and political capital invested in the region, the more eager the US is to
protect this investments, no matter what the planned commitments may
be.

Even if the US does not end up in a conflict, as discussed above, the
opposite scenario is risky too. The US is trying to win the hearts and
minds of the Caucasus states by showing a huge interest in the region
and provides aid and expertise in many ways. This creates a situation of
trust and co-operation with shared goals and joint ventures for
promoting security with common allies and against common enemies.
By applying Festinger’s cognitive aspects, the realist setting of conflictual
dynamics may create a situation where the expectation of a presumed
ally rises more than what the willingness to support from the US
prescribes. This involves two risks. The first is that the states of the
region realise that they cannot count on US support when it really

                                       
226 The US used air force bases in Central Asia during the Afghanistan Campaign.
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counts, which will affect future relations. The second is that if one state
presumes that a neighbouring state has military support from the
external power, as figure two shows, the security dilemma gets stronger.
Cognitions are consolidated.

RAND points out: Western military engagements are not only limited by
the will of NATO, but also of its actual capabilities. Although the
Caucasus and the Caspian region are important, it is still out of the core
concerns for NATO and Western security, even if rhetoric points to the
opposite. Therefore, the US and NATO cannot take on more than they
can deliver.227 Arguably, a situation of increased securitisation can pose
larger threats that would have existed otherwise. This has implications
for the whole security complex, not only in Buzan’s theory.228 Finally, it
is worth remembering that even if, in the post-nine-eleven era, the
common enemy of USSR is replaced by the spectre of terrorism,
“American foreign policy today operates in the realm of choice, not
necessity”.229

The Strategy of Geopolitics and Geoeconomics
Brzezinski concludes that the US’ long-term strategy in Eurasia shows
US hegemonic aspiration.230 Blank holds a contrasting view by admitting
that the US strategy is provocative, at the same time as it contains short-
term opportunism. Although, it lacks clear goals.231 The US may be
doing everything to safeguard its own nation, but in a global
perspective, creation of security zones is counter-productive and poses
threats to other regions.232 As threats to US survival are absent,
compared to the Cold war times, other threats emerge and undermine
international stability and co-operation.233 Likewise, they cannot be
ignored.

                                       
227 Sakalsky & Charlick-Paley (1999), p 84, 96
228 Buzan et al (1998), p 23f
229 Brooks, Stephen G. & Wohlforth, William C. (2002), “American Primacy in Perspective”, Foreign
Affairs, vol 81, no 2, 2002, p 26
230 Brzezinski (1997), pp 194-215
231 Blank (2000), p 32
232 Matveyev, Alexandr (2000), “Global Threats: An American View”, International Affairs: A Russian
Journal of World Politics, Diplomacy and International Relations, vol 46, no 2, p 135
233 Carter, Ashton B. & Perry, William J. (1999), Preventive Defense: A New Security Strategy for America ,
Washington: Brookings Institution Press, pp 11-14
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From the Iranian point of view, it is not without content that the break-
up of the Soviet Union created a buffer zone of Muslim states234 towards
Russia. Thereby, it removed the threat from Russia and made co-
operation possible.235 Yet, the effect of this co-operation is debated.236

Iran has not tried to replace Russia’s strong position in neither Central
Asia nor in the Caucasus. In fact, it has supported Russia in balancing
the West and Turkey.237 Seeing the Caucasus as a buffer zone238 follows
the realist lines of geopolitics. If the directions of the compass are
considered, the analysis becomes clear, the discussion of economic
versus political gains can be understood by examining the logic of north-
south and east-west.

By following Brzezinski’s thesis and the regional security dynamics of
Buzan et al along with the US explicit views and undertakings presented
above, it is clear that in the Caucasus, the US efforts towards the north is
to keep Russia away, and in the south to withstand Iranian influence. By
preventing Russian influence in the region while its capabilities are
limited, will make Russia, according to Jaffe, only attempt to reassert
itself in a way unfavourable for the US.239 This indicates the utility of the
geopolitical buffer zone as only rewarding for US influence in the short-
run. The east-west axis, symbolised by the transport corridor TRACECA.
On the other hand creates a geoeconomic advantage that makes the US’
engagements logical, peaceful and at least in their own view legitimate.
A risk emerges if the prioritisation of US polices is unclear or, worst,
non-existent.

If economic engagements increase in the future, it may reach a point
whereas securitisation of economic issues, by any or every involved

                                       
234 Nakhichevan is a Muslim Autonomous province in Armenia.
235 Maleki (1999), p 182f In several ways, Russia has been seeking to ensure closer co-operation with
Iran through extensive transfer of nuclear power plant material. The risk of Iran building nuclear
weapons as a result of Russian transfer of technology has been discussed. However, the International
Atomic Energy Agency regularly inspects the Iranian plants, and nothing of this matter has been
found so far. Maleki (1999), p 194
236 Maleki (1999), p 185
237 Baranovsky, Vladimir (1999), “ Russia and Asia: Challenges and Opportunities for National and
International Security”, Russia and Asia: The Emerging Security Agenda, Chufrin, Gennady (ed), New
York: SIPRI/Oxford University Press, p 23
238 Ahmadian, Barhram Amir (1998), “Caucasus: Geopolitical Buffer Region – a New Concept for
Development”, Caucasica: The Journal of Caucasian Studies, no 2, 1998, pp 27-35
239 Jaffe, Amy (2001), ”US Policy Towards the Caspian Region: Can the Wish-list be Realized?”, The
Security of the Caspian Region, Chufrin, Gennady (ed), New York: Oxford University Press/SIPRI, p
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actor, is taking place. It will, in that case, take on the role as a goal and
the political and military strategic engagements will be the tools for
protection of economic interests. In a region where the internal security
dynamics is conflictual, it will undoubtedly be dangerous. Moreover,
securitising various social issues invokes an inflation of the concept that
future securitising will be affected by.

Buzan et al ask the question whether referent objects have general
legitimacy as something that should survive.240 This is an important
question for the US, since it provides the foundation for the future of
Abkhazia, Chechnya and Karabakh. If the security logic of the US goes
for all actors and not only for the states, the direction of support and aid
will be problematic, as the US has to take side in the quasi-alliances.

Even if the US policies toward the FSU differ in style and content from
other dimensions, it is clear that it does not fit into the traditional
extremes of isolationism or interventionism. Total control or forced
transformation is not the path to security, which Washington has
understood. Instead, it is about gaining influence and managing
relations. In Kathleen O’Halloran’s words:

“The U.S. should adopt a strategy that assures it will retain the
flexibility to choose when and where to use its power and
influence, at what time.” 241

While staying away from arraignment of the American endeavours and
reconnecting to the figure explained in chapter three, it is time to
summarise and pinpoint the conclusions of this thesis.

                                       
240 Buzan et al (1998), p 30
241 O’Halloran, Kathleen T. (1999), “A New US Regional Strategy Toward Russia”, Strategic Review, vol
27, no 3, p 65
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6 Conclusions and Final Remarks
By now it should be clear that the US undertakings are, naturally,
affected by issues derived from the region. Also, the US presence brings
about new issues of concern. Although the US engagement in Eurasia
can be questioned and debated, this study does attempt neither to reveal
the advent of a hidden agenda brought about by the new National
Security Strategy, nor to verify Brzezinski’s thesis. Instead, this sixth
chapter answers the question asked in chapter one.

What security risks and consequences are connected with the US
engagements in the Caucasus?

The way of answering this question is by utilising the figure presented at
the end of chapter three. Having a number in each quadrant modifies the
figure. The numbers thus indicate that four main types of conclusions
can be drawn from this study, depending on the origin and the kind of
risks and consequences that is related to the US in the Caucasus.

Figure 5: Kinds and Origins of Caucasian Risks and Consequences

  External

3 4

Perceptive Physical

1 2

  Internal

While utilising this division, the conclusions are pinpointed and further
explained under separate headlines below. The risks and consequences,
from the US horizon, are covered simultaneously in these four types:
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1) Internal-perceptive: perceptive risks related to internal regional
politics.

2) Internal-physical: risks existing in/around the Caucasus,
independent of the US.

3) External-perceptive: perceptive risks due to the US engagement.
4) External-physical: physical/traditional risks due to the US

engagement.

Two general conclusions are worth mentioning. First, an unfavourable
perception of the US by a regional actor is not by definition a threat to
security. Still, the effects of these perceptions are indeed related to
security as they underlie political action. Accordingly, securitisation and
perceptive risks can move into the physical realm of conflict. This
discrepancy is in one way an analogy with Thucydides’ realist emphasis
on the underlying vis-à-vis the direct causes of war. In contrast, it does
not a priori lead to war.

Second, these four types consist of about twenty issues in all. The
positions of tangible threats, risks and consequences along the axes in the
figure is naturally subject to interpretation, but this study does not
attempt to exactly position each issue along the axes.

For the sake of clarity, after a brief comment - one detailed question is
asked under each heading. Those indicate what the conclusions answer.
Italics highlight the essence of the conclusions themselves.

Type one – Internal-perceptive
The first type of conclusion encompasses risks and consequences related
to the internal politics of the Caucasus, for example, the securitisation of
internal affairs by actors in the region.

The importance of the issues found in this quadrant is unarguable, but
enfolding such conclusions prior to a complete securitisation analysis is
unwise. It results in as well commission as in omission, as mentioned in
chapter two. Nevertheless, three main cognitive issues deserve attention
from policy-makers concerned with the Caucasus.
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What are the perceptive issues of the internal relations in the Caucasus
that the US must take into consideration?

Firstly, how the regional actors perceive each other’s intentions and capabilities
concerning the areas of instability. For example, how Iran or Georgia see the
conflict over Karabakh, has an impact on the security in the region.

Secondly, the relations between the governmental actors and the actors at other
levels. These must be under the magnifying glass, at least if the security
complex is to be understood as a whole.

Thirdly, there can be a discrepancy in the understanding of the security logic by
Washington and the regional states. Washington must pay attention to this
type of internal-perceptive aspect in the future if gaps of the security
logic between the US and the Caucasus shall be understood.

Type two – Internal-physical
The conclusions of type two are risks and consequences existing in or
around the Caucasus, independent of the US’ presence. Those
nonetheless have an impact on US’ engagement in the region.

What traditional security issues in the Caucasus affects the US
presence in the region?

Firstly, there are conflicts in the region at the present time. In accordance with
the logic of Realism, Nagorno-Karabakh, Abkhazia and Chechnya affect
the shift between co-operation and conflict. Risks also come from the
tension and instability in Adjara, Meskheti, Samtskhe, Javakheti, South
Ossetia and Dagestan.

Secondly, there are spin-off risks. These relate to risks from Central Asia
and the Middle East, which have an impact in the Caucasus.
Additionally, the regional conflicts can have spin-off effects, as Lebow
shows, to other regions. Presently, the instabilities are not under control
and will hence be a factor to count on in the future, knowing that there
are several paramilitary forces in the region.
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Thirdly, the regional states are in several senses unstable and poor. The
situation in Georgia, Azerbaijan, Armenia and the surrounding states is,
as shown, vital for peace and stability. However, threats of terrorism,
money laundry, extortion, kidnapping, corruption, political fraud and
civil unrest et cetera determine the future undertakings, as well as the
cultural, religious and ethnopolitical setting. Indeed, the reduction of
threats and risks by strengthening the states and promoting democracy
is correct, but is only rewarding in the long run. It does not reduce any of
the immediate threats or prevent a conflict from emerging if ‘realist’
causes behind it are strong. In fact, it may prove to be counter-
productive and enhance all risks.

As argued, the external-internal balance between the conflictual and co-
operative dynamics is seen in Buzan’s strong and weak state
discrepancy. The internal and external dynamics are mainly conflictual
and, Georgia, Azerbaijan and Armenia are all weak states and face
various threats towards the base, idea and institutional expression of the
state. Important to note, is that even if Russia is often blamed, the reality
is more complex. These risks are increased the weaker the states are,
because both they are vulnerable and they lack means of fighting the
problems. In contrast, deepened security co-operation between Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan will not necessarily be of a unproblematic
nature as surrounding states, as Buzan et al warn for, feel threatened.
Surely, it would prevent Russia’s regional hegemonial aspirations.

Finally, the struggle for hydrocarbons will continue to play a vital role.
Although not explored in full in this paper, this role in the security
situation can be seen against the background of Buzan et al’s
recommendations of wider security concepts. Access, concession rights,
demarcation of the Caspian basin, control over transportation routes and
the security of energy will set the security agenda in many ways, even
without US’ engagement.

The risks categorised above as type number one and two thus indicate
the conflictual setting in which the US operates and needs to consider
when formulating further strategies. The next type is related to the
American engagement.
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Type three – External-perceptive
External-perceptive refers to risks and issues related to how the US’
engagement, as an external actor in the Caucasus, are perceived by other
actors, and the consequences it may bring about.

What perceptive effects may the US engagement have on other actors
in the region?

Firstly, the US engagement creates expectations of its future commitment.
Against the cognitive background, there are several perceptive risks with
the US’ engagement of being a ‘righteous ranger’. The very presence of
the US creates expectations that the capabilities, and intentions, of
Washington cannot, or do not, want to handle, for example the risks of
the US being seen as either a ‘trigger happy sheriff’ or a ‘paper tiger’.
Regional actors will, no matter what, have opinions about the US’
undertakings, which may become physical. Whether dissonance or
consonance will be present is naturally impossible to tell. The real
danger hence lies in either if, the US’ policy is unclear, or if involved
actors perceive the engagement as something that it is not. The higher
degree the pragmatic Realism is, the more difficult it will be for the US to
legitimise its future undertakings. Also, the National Security Strategy of
2002 fails to acknowledge this danger. It can be concluded that in the
future, deepened engagement without high stake commitment is likely,
unless the marginal utility of the geopolitics and geoeconomics increases.

Secondly, the US military might is a passive factor of power. The intentions,
extension, behaviour, and outcome of the US military presence are
factors that affect the dynamics of military security in the region. The
conflicts mentioned under type one, pose direct and classic security
threats to the bases of the states of the region and towards US personnel.
Remembering the idea by Buzan, military engagement can serves the
purpose of several sectors, but actual warfare can disrupt it. At the same
time, use of military might by the US is motivated by fears in other
sectors/areas, as energy politics and economics. Also, a widened or
deepened strategic mission of NATO will have significant impact and
needs to be handled with care. Likewise, other supranational bodies, as
the CIS, may be feared by several reasons. Albeit the likeliness of conflict
escalation is difficult to assess, the seriousness of the risks discussed
hitherto calls for attention.
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Thirdly, the US can be seen as a supporter of authoritarian and corrupt regimes.
Conditional or unconditional involvement may be of both explicit and
implicit nature, but needs to be anchored in order to prevent
international undesirable opinions, preferable by avoiding ideological
blackmail. Holding a belief in the western institutions is correct in this
aspect, but must be utilised carefully. What is more, dogmatic adherence
to democracy is counter-productive as new risks emerge.

Fourthly, it may bring about ‘unnecessary’ securitisation. Issues as the
traditional security threats in Buzan’s language, mentioned by the US,
such as WMD proliferation, is not an urgent security issue for the region.
This may yet have an effect if the regional political will of supporting the
US is large. This is due to the fact that the cure is tighter border control
and stronger armed force, which are useful for issues that actors in the
region have securitised for other reasons than for WMD, border trouble,
for example.

Fifthly, misperceptions or cognitive rationalisation can unexpectedly occur. If
the actors mentioned in this study perceive things in a certain way, the
consonance theory warns for either action on these perception, or
rationalisation of the issues involved. The security complex involves
many situations where the rationalisation process may occur, which are
difficult to forecast.

Sixthly, the opinion of the international community matters within world
politics. If a rapprochement with Russia is taking place, the US’ role in the
Caucasus will have an influence. If the US engagement is not seen as a
desirable thing by the international community, or at least not by major
powers, gaining support for its future undertakings will be difficult. This
proves important when Washington plans to extend the war against
terrorism to Iraq. The domestic public opinion, especially by the
Armenian and the Azeri lobbies, can be a force to count on for the US.
Therefore, the US cannot afford pure power politics in the Caucasus, but
needs to please other external actors to a certain extent.

Finally, conceptual inflation may come about. Securitisation gives an idea of
which issues that are crucial, but as Festinger also points out; what actors
say is not the same as what they think. If Washington believes that
Huntington or Brzezinski is correct in their analyses of the security
analysis of the Caucasus, they will act accordingly, not bearing in mind a
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risk of concept inflation. The peril lies in a militarisation and
securitisation of perceived issues, as the risks then becomes physical.
Thereby a thesis of world order is more than an academic product.

Type four – External-physical
The fourth and most serious type, external-physical, is related to the
political and military physical issues due to the US’ engagement in the
region.

What physical issues are the effects of the US engagement?

Firstly, the advent of a new security context. In the quasi-alliance system, the
US interferes at the regional level, which will create a new security
context as the internal, and external, transformation occurs. As it seems,
the US will be a part of the Israel-Turkey-Georgia-Azerbaijan axis with
Iran and Russia on the other with Armenia altering depending on the
situation and the domestic front. The tendencies of overlay are also
constantly getting stronger. In either case, the cognitive risk of relative
power reductions as in figure two is present.

Secondly, the US could be ending up in a conflict by its very presence. It has
been argued that the US strategic engagement in the Caucasus brings
about risks that may have not existed otherwise, an obvious indication of
overlay, although the US’ troops are few at this time. The deeper and
wider the military presence is, the higher the risk is. By the US’
engagement, this can create shifts in the enmity-amity structure which
will be a key factor if something happens. Security complex theory
emphasises that actors act on security threats at an aggregated level. This
means that the division lines between politics and military are not
pivotal when assessing the security threats, since the result may be the
very same.

Thirdly, handling of what is tough of to be a zero-sum game. When the US as a
strong and in the region unthreatened, state engages in the Caucasus, it
provides, at least from the US horizon, the sought after stability. Only if
the US acts in a way that does not bring about higher risks than before,
the opportunities can be taken. Naturally, the US may see the regional
securitisation as paranoia, but fail to understand that some, seemingly
small, threats are serious only for weak states, and not for the US. It is
clear that several actors, especially Russia, consider the undertakings in
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the Caucasus as a highly prioritised zero-sum game, in the realist
perspective, even if the situation beyond these perceptions is more
complex. This needs to be handled by the US in order to prevent an
extended, and costly, regional power struggle.

Fourthly, hydrocarbons are the leverage for political strategy. Energy is a key
issue in the region and may serve as a catalyst for security in at least two
ways. On the one hand, it provides, depending on the duration, security
for the strong powers as they control the energy. Bearing in mind the
risky context, its usage is not perpetual. On the other hand, the
importance of energy security makes all actors pay attention to it and the
actors who control it, in contrast to the deprioritised WMD issue for
example. This raises the stakes and, in a worst-case scenario, speeds a
conflict related to energy or consolidating a conflict as physical. It has
been argued that the economic gains from the oil and gas business are
questionable. The gains are not, as expected, as large as the strategic
gains. When politicisation of energy and economics becomes
securitisation, the political agenda becomes clear and explicitly
harmonises with Brzezinski’s idea.

Finally, commitment is a double-edged sword. No commitment is safe for the
US as it can end up being an ‘accidental defender’. At the same time, its
presence can stabilise the situation in accordance with realist premises.
Maintaining of status quo has not been evident, and will, as said, not be
likely. Instead, internal and external transformation of the security
complex has taken place and will continue to affect the region and the
US engagement.

Additional Conclusions
In can also be concluded that the US does not try to win the ‘game’ by
knocking out Russia or Iran, but instead to infringe their ability to act in
the Caucasus. The US thereby increases the space for its political action.
Paradoxically, this strive will, as argued, increase the risk level and the
magnitude of threats substantially. It will, therefore, reduce the space for
political action. Handling these security issues and perceptive concerns
will reduce the resources available and draw focus away from co-
operation. However, there are limitations to the extent to which it is
possible to draw conclusions from this analysis.
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Limitations of the Conclusions
What is more, here it is only possible to point out which issues pose or
may pose a perceptive risk or threat to security in the region according to
the security logic of Realism. A conceptual difference between an
academic understanding of security and understanding by policy-
makers is a natural shortcoming that needs to be remembered when
trying to grasp the ideas of a study of this kind.

General perceptive risks are most rewarding to point out as very detailed
account is not only out of date in a short time, but also requires a
rhetorical and/or a discourse analysis. Besides, reductionism is a trap
that should be avoided.

Additionally, the different theoretical parts could undermine a
sustainable result if attention is paid to the argument that all actors need
to recognise the logic of Realism in order for Realism to be a rewarding
perspective to utilise. This is not the case. As a strategic analysis in
concerned with what might happen in the future, future cognitions are
not known, while the realistic structure of the world is, at least to a
greater extent. The pivotal issue is that the perceptions of different actors
vary. That is why a dogmatic application of other branches of Realism is
not fruitful. However, at a general level of strategic analysis, these two
perspectives are rewarding to combine as no attempt to precisely predict
or explain is made. As the Copenhagen tradition encompasses an open
and dynamic approach to security, the two theories can be combined.

Finally, by this strategic perspective, an understanding of how present
actions may have a future impact on a security complex can emerge. This
partly explains why the ‘images’ of threats of the individual actors has
neither been thoroughly covered in theory, nor empirically. It is left to be
said exactly by who and how this may have an impact on the US’
undertakings. Hence the intentions or capabilities to realise threats are
not accounted for. In addition, the actual level of the risks mentioned
cannot be assessed in this study, as the methodological tools are
insufficient for such a quantitative undertaking.
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Further Research and Final Remarks
When it comes to the ethics of science, one paradoxical danger
concerning this thesis must be mentioned. It is argued that identifying
security threats can pose a risk of complacency or self-righteousness in
itself. Nevertheless, this is exactly what this study does. However, this
study is not an imperative for securitisation and it is no invitation to
power politics. In fact, it is the opposite, as it warns for extensive
securitisation and power politics.

Certainly, the gains from co-operation are substantial and can be
increased if the actions are correct and the circumstances are positive,
both for the US and for the region, including Russia and Iran. This is an
option for continued research. Truly, it will be more emollient than just
pointing out dangers, as this study does. Nonetheless, the rationale of
this thesis is to support decision-making, not to explain the past or
suggest improvements. Hence, from the US point of view, planning for
the unexpected and exploring a worst-case scenario facilitates mental
and physical preparedness for action in a Venue of Venture.
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Appendix 1 - Acronyms
AFP Agence France Presse
APF Azerbaijan Popular Front
BBC British Broadcasting System
CAST Centre for Anti-terrorism and Security Training
CDI Center for Defense Information
CFE Conventional Forces in Europe
CIS Commonwealth of Independent States
EBRD European Bank of Reconstruction and Development
FOA Försvarets Forskningsanstalt, since 2001 FOI
FOI Totalförsvarets Forskningsinstitut
FSU Former Soviet Union
GDP Gross Domestic Product
GUUAM Georgia, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan, Moldova
ICCS International Control Strategy
IHT International Herald Tribune
IGO International Governmental Organization
IMF International Monetary Fund
NATO Northern Atlantic Treaty Organization
NBR National Bureau of Asian Research
NGO Non-Governmental Organization
NSS National Security Strategy
NUPI Norsk Utenrikspolitik Institutt
OSCE Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe
PfP Partnership for Peace
PPP Purchase Power Parity
RFL/RL Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty
RIIA Royal Institute of International Affairs
SIPRI Stockholm International Peace Research Institute
TRACECATransport Corridor Europe, Caucasus, Asia
UN United Nations
USAID United States Agency for International Development
USMC United States Marine Corps
WB The World Bank
WMD Weapons of Mass Destruction
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Appendix 2 – Journals Examined
Arms Control Today
Asian Defence Journal
Asian Perspective
Asian Survey
Caucasica (Georgia)
Communist and Post-communist Studies
Comparative Strategy
Cooperation and Conflict
Defense Analysis
Europe-Asia Studies
Foreign Affairs
Foreign Policy
International Affairs (Moscow)
International Affairs (RIIA)
International Peacekeeping
International Polities
International Security
International Strategic Studies (China)
International Studies
International Studies Quarterly
Internationella studier (SIIA)
Internatsjonal Pollitikk (NUPI)
Journal of Communist Studies and Transition Politics
Journal of Conflict Resolution
Journal of International Affairs
Journal of International Studies
Journal of Peace Research
Journal of Peace Studies
Journal of Political and Military Sociology
Journal of Slavic Military Studies
Kartvelologist (Georgia)
National Security and Defence (Ukraine)
NATO Review
NATO’s Nations and Partners for Peace
Parameters (US Army War Collage)
Peace and Security
Perspectives: The Central European Review of International Affairs
Regional Studies (Islamabad)
Review of International Affairs
Review of International Studies
SAIS Review: A Journal of International Affairs
Security Dialogue
Sikkerhetspolitike bibliotek
Strategic Analysis
Strategic Digest
Strategic Review
Studies in Conflict and Terrorism
Survival – SSII
Ukranian Quarterly
Washington Quarterly
World Affairs
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Appendix 3 – Map of the Caucasus
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Appendix 4 – Caucasus Fact Sheet

Caucasus in Perspective
In 1828 Russia conquered Armenia and Azerbaijan from Persia and after
a short period of independence, they became republics within the Soviet
Union until their new independence in 1991. From 1990-1994 Armenia
and Azerbaijan were at war over Nagorno-Karabakh, an Armenian
enclave in Azerbaijan. Russia conquered Georgia’s eastern parts already
in 1801, and after only three years of independence, Georgia became a
Soviet republic. A civil war broke out in South Ossetia in 1990, in the
northern part of Georgia. As the Soviet Union dissolved in 1991, Georgia
won its independence. The following year, the civil war in Georgia’s
northwest part, Abkhazia, broke out. Presently, the republic of Adjara in
southeast Georgia is de facto independent. The political struggle of
Abkhazia and Karabakh continues, in the former case with military
means. The conflict in South Ossetia has less political tension, but is yet
to be resolved and border problems in Chechnya and the Pankisi Gorge
of northeast Georgia creates new tension between the adversaries of
Georgia and Russia.243

As a short indication of the economic climate in the region, the following
table is presented.

Fact sheet: Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan
Georgia Armenia Azerbaijan

Population 4,9 millions 3,3 millions 7,7 millions
GDP $22,8 billions $10 billions $23,5 billions
GDP/Capita – PPP $4600 $ 3000 $ 3000
GDP Growth rate 1,9% 5% 11,4%
% below poverty line 60% 45% 60%
Inflation 4,1% 1% 1,8%
Unemployment rate 14,9% 20% 20%
Military expenditures, % of GDP 0,59% 4% 2,6%
President Eduard

Schevardnadze
Robert
Kocharian

Heydar
Aliev

Main religion Georgian
orthodox

Armenian
orthodox

Islam

Source: CIA World Fact book, 2000 est.
 http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/index.html , 2002-07-27

                                       
243 Cornell, Svante E. (2001), Small Nations and Great Powers: A Study of the Ethnopolitical Conflict in the
Caucasus , Surrey: Curzon Press


